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ABSTRACT
 
This report is the final report of an effort to demonstrate
 
the feasibility of a direct spray flash evaporator concept for Environ­
mental Control System application. Included are analytical studies of
 
particle freezing, evaporation on the wall, and controls. Analytical
 
uncertainties were resolved by experimental data in a preliminary test.
 
A documentation test of two evaporator configurations rejected 25,000
 
BTU/hr from an active transport loop using H20, Freon 22, and NH3 as
 
evaporants. Evaporant efficiencies of over 90% were achieved and outlet
 
temperature control by evaporant pulsing was performed.
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1.0 SUMMARY
 
This report presents the results of a first phase of effort to develop
 
a heat rejection system which can flash expendable fluids to vapor by spraying

them onto a heated surface. The heated surface in this instance is the Space

Shuttle Environmental Control System transport fluid loop with its corresponding

design requirements. Simplicity guidelines for the development of the spraying
flash evaporator preclude active backpressure control, and encourage the in­
corporation of simple evaporant control.
 
The spray method of admitting evaporant is chosen over other methods due
 
to the desire to control the heat rejection by supply rate modulation. Boilers
 
and pool evaporators must depend on backpressure, and sublimators lack the ability

to perform over a large heat load range. 
Should the spray freeze in transit to
 
the wall, an efficiency loss is 
sure to occur so that this condition is avoided.
 
If the spray is supplied at an excessive rate, a film will be built up on the
 
surface and the control by supply rate modulation will be lost. Thus both freezing

and flooding must be avoided to achieve the expected "dry wall" evaporation.
 
A brief analytical investigation of freezing indicates that the expected

water particles (of size 100 microns) must be protected from freezing by providing
 
an atmosphere of vapor. This atmosphere can be provided by judicious selection

of the vapor exit area without active backpressure control. It is argued that the
 
pressure response of the evaporator is quick enough during off-on cycling to insure
 
high efficiency. An analytical difficulty lies in attempting to judge how frozen
 
a particle could be tolerated before "egg shell" splattering is not observed. A
 
preliminary test conducted demonstrated that saturation temperatures of about
 
OF to 20F result in a favorable environment, which may be readily supplied by exit
 
port sizing.
 
Flooding analysis has been investigated on an average particle basis with
 
a microscopic viewpoint. 
The time of droplet resupply is calculated; it depends
 
on the spread out drop thickness and the evaporator area. The time of droplet

evaporation is similarly calculated; this depends primarily on the spread out
 
droplet thickness. A comparison of these characteristic times for the particle

size range expected yields a critical evaporator area at which flooding is expected.

The critical area is that at which resupply time equals evaporation time. If the
 
resupply time is longer than the evaporation time, flooding is not anticipated.
It is shown that heat fluxes of about 20,000 BTU/FT2-HR may be expected without
flooding such that the evaporator may be quite compact.
 
A thermal model was constructed to facilitate control system parametric

analysis, perform the predictions and evaluation, and as an aid to progressive

design. 
The control systems considered were (1) proportional control, where
 
evaporant flow is proportional to heat load, (2) organ pipe control, where a group of
 
modularized mini-evaporators are turned off and on according to load, and
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(3) off-on control. The first is not compatible with the bac-kpressure control
 
required, while the other two are. The organ pipe control is positive but requires
 
a more complicated control system. Also considered but not analyzed is a predicted
 
cycle system which similarly has a more complicated control system. The off-on
 
control was analyzed to perform satisfactorily but is susceptible to non-uniform cool­
.ing distribution, sensor displacement, and other relatively minor details. The
 
off-on valve is projected to require several millions of cycles during a high
 
duty cycle shuttle lifetime, but current valve technology is adequate for this
 
requirement.
 
Two tests were run during the course of the effort. The first, an exploratory
 
test, showed the backpressure dependence on particle freezing, provided an initial
 
evaporation efficiency estimate, and evaluated 4g effects on a preliminary basis.
 
Data from this test aided greatly in the design of the feasibility demonstration
 
test model. Also 4g effects were shown to have at most a moderate degrading effect.
 
In the second test a pair of test articles were constructed by winding
 
rectangular copper tubing to simulate an evaporator shell. The configurations were
 
cylindrical with end cap and "T-V tube" shapes. The spray was directed onto the
 
active surface of the coils through which water transport fluid was flowed. Freezing
 
of the spray nozzle with water turned out to be a nuisance causing about three days'
 
delay to overcome. Freezing of the transport fluid in the coil with freon and
 
ammonia was encountered. A two-sensor control partly eliminated the transport freezing
 
while use of high conductivity materials (brass) in the evaporant fittings and valve
 
sunnressed valve freezing.
 
The tests indicated feasibility of the concept while also dictating the
 
course of action to be followed. Heat loads exceeding the objective by 70 percent
 
and inlet temperature ramps exceeding the objective were demonstrated. The average
 
evaporation efficiency (referenced to a calculated maximum at the pressures
 
expected) was for H20 93%, for freon 90%, and for NH 80%. The exit vapor sizing
 
sufficiently eliminated spray droplet freezing tende cies to allow this high
 
efficiency. Heat load control by evaporant metering according to transport fluid
 
'temperatures was demonstrated. The outlet temperature control band objective was
 
notijet indicating a need for further consideration. Freezing of the water injection
 
nozzle from trapped hold up liquid similarly requires further consideration. The
 
demonstrated evaporative heat fluxes will require an excellent heat transport
 
fluid design incorporating entry length and extended surface (fin) effects for
 
optimum design. This transport fluid surface design should also be pursued.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
 
The advent of manned space flight has resulted in the requirement
 
of cabin thermal control; which, with other low-temperature waste heat
 
sources produces a requirement for beat rejection. Generally speaking,
 
heat rejection requirements for longer than a few days in duration are met
 
with least weight penalty through space radiators. For short term heat re­
jection and topping of load peaks, expendable heat rejection systems are
 
weight competitive, especially in the case of water evaporant which is
 
generated by the auxiliary power system and thus does not represent a launch
 
weight penalty. During atmospheric flight, water evaporates at a temperature
 
too high to be of use in an environmental control system. For such an appli­
cation fluids such as ammonia (from a weight usage standpoint) or a fluorinated
 
hydrocarbon (from a materials compatability consideration) are candidates.
 
It is envisioned that two evaporants may be used on typical space shuttle flight:
 
as redundant systems or top-off primary heat sinks during space operation, and
 
as primary heat rejection during atmospheric operation.
 
Current devices evaporate water or Freon or freeze and sublimate
 
water to accomplish the heat rejection. These devices have demonstrated
 
operational difficulties when they are projected into the space shuttle
 
anticipated flight schedule. The wicks used for liquid control in the evap­
orators are incapable of proper function at high accelerations and they have
 
proven to be difficult to negotiate repeated quiescent operation. In addition,
 
the backpressure control which is needed to regulate the heat transfer rate
 
is felt to be an item of reduced reliability. The porous plate is deficient
 
in that repeated start up requires waste of evaporant each time; the load
 
range is limited; and the porous plate both deteriorates and may support
 
bacteria growth.
 
Because of the shortcomings of existent devices, a suitable alter­
native was sought. It was deemed intuitively feasible to develop a device
 
which would simply spray the evaporant onto the wall containing the environ­
mental control heat transport fluid. Such a concept would avoid many of
 
the possible operational difficulties while permitting the incorporation of
 
several evaporants within the same device. The program reported herein is
 
the feasibility study of the flash evaporator concept which culminates in
 
the demonstration of a simple, advanced model of a flash evaporator.
 
The report begins with an expression of the motivation which drives
 
to the selection of the spray evaporation mode. Following this is an analysis
 
of the breadth of parameter range which can be tolerated, a discussion of
 
applicable control modes, a description of attractive concepts, and the
 
development of a mathematical model. Following this is a description of an
 
exploratory test; and finally the documentation test results are incorporated.
 
The technical discussion is followed by a plan whereby the development of
 
the flash evaporator prototype may be accomplished.
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3.0 TECHfNICAL DISCUSSION
 
3.1 Motivation Toward a Spray Evaporator
 
The flash evaporator described herein is a device in which
 
an expendable coolant is used to cool a transport fluid by evaporation.
 
The 	rudimentary operation expected is simply that in which the evaporant

is sprayed onto a surface which is highly conductive (thermally) to the
 
transport fluid. The application which is most obvious is that of
 
the 	space shuttle. In the shuttle, the evaporator can be used in several
 
ways: (1) as a primary heat absorber in atmospheric flight phases, (2) as
 
a supplementary heat absorber in normal space oreration, and (3) as a
 
redundant system with full load capacity. Atmospheric operation implies

that a fluid other than water must be used. 
Other fluids under considera­
tion are ammonia and fluorinated hydrocarbons.
 
Several devices are in existence which evaporate an expendable
 
by one of the mechanisms of Figure 1 to cool a transport line. However,
 
these devices have operational disadvantages which presumably would not
 
occur with a simple spray evaporator. Because of the unique possibilities

of a device which functions on such a principle a program was initiated to
 
determine the feasibility of its operation. The remainder of this report
 
is devoted to analysis and test of such a spray evaporator.
 
The single droplet striking a heated wall can be expected to result
 
in any of several modes of heat transfer illustrated in Figure 2.
 
1. 	The droplet can be frozen before impact and transfer heat
 
during impact by conduction.
 
2. 	The droplet can strike a locally dry heated wall and evaporate
 
or boil completely before being struck sufficiently often that
 
a persistent film results.
 
3. 	The droplet can strike a surface and boil violently upon impact
 
that the liquid-solid contact is impaired, producing low heat
 
fluxes and possible expulsion of the droplet. The latter condi­
tion is termed a Leidenfrost phenomenon.
 
4. 	The droplet can strike on another particle or in a liquid
 
pool and accumulate faster than the loss by evaporation.
 
The aforementioned modes of droplet heat transfer affect the opera­
tion of the flash evaporator. A consideration of maximum heat fluxes,
 
potential stability problems, and liquid displacement due to accelerations
 
establishes preferred modes. First consider mode 4 and presume the heat
 
transfer occurs by conduction from the surface through the film of liquid.
 
If the liquid surface and wall temperatures are fixed, the heat transfer
 
per 	unit area is given by Q= K )= K - . In this equation, K is the 
(4)
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thermal conductivity, c is the film thickness, and :_' and Ts are the wall 
and surface temperatures, respectively. The heat flux (W) is proportional
 
to the evaporation flux (me) through Q=t' while the average liquid 
supply flux is li. The thickness S obeys the conservation equation 
Q Tt-= Msd _ em where eis the density. If S increases, Q must decrease 
resulting in a decrease in ti and d S/dt >0. Similarly if S decreases,e 
dS/dt<0 results. Any disturbance is therefore amplified unstably so that
 
the film thickness is driven to zero or to grow until limited by some other
 
factor. Thus, the assumption of mode 4 must resolve into either a mode 2
 
or 3 evaporator or one in which the supply rate cannot regulate the heat
 
rate.
 
Now consider the mode 1 evaporator, having "ice pellet" heat
 
transfer. In this mode the particle may not be completely solid, but has
 
frozen enough that the shell does not break upon impact. The impact and
 
rebound process is certainly a potentially complicated process. When the
 
solid particle contacts the wall, it will deform and sublime. The sub­
limating wave will propagate into the ice layer, and the cool wave into
 
the wall. The elastic compression of the wall and particle will tend to
 
cause a rebound of the particle which is augmented somewhat by the vapor
 
production. Upon rebounding some of the particle may remain on the wall
 
and evaporate. The heat flux possible to achieve is not estimable easily
 
due to the several competing rate processes, and the droplet breakup.
 
However, it is safe to say that high efficiency could only be obtained by
 
more than a single wall contact by each particle - a requirement not
 
applicable to a mode 2 evaporator.
 
The mode 3 evaporator droplet phenomenon has been studied ex­
tensively in conjunction with quenching applications of high temperature
 
items cooled by spraying. References 1 and 2 in particular infer large
 
heat fluxes and short contact times resulting in only about 30 percent
 
droplet evaporation. This mode is like the "ice pellet" evaporator des­
cribed above in that multiple impacts for each particle will be required
 
to achieve high liquid use efficiency.
 
Mode 2 evaporators suffer none of the difficulties associated
 
with the other modes. The heat flux rates will be the subject of a later
 
discussion; but are adequate to allow a reasonably sized device. No
 
stability problems are expected provided the mass addition fluxes are
 
less than the critical fluxes at which the liquid film would tend to grow.
 
The heat rejection rate control may be accomplished by inlet flow metering
 
without back pressure control and without significant overshoot due to
 
liquid storage. Liquids on the wall are never of a thickness such that
 
moderate gravity effects will predominate over surface and viscous effects.
 
The distribution of the spray is similarly not expected to be changed
 
significantly during linear accelerations. Since the mode 2 "dry wall"
 
device is apparently superior, the primary design considerations will be
 
outlined for it.
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3.2 Design Requirements
 
The independent variables over which the designer has control
are: 
 the size of the device, the shape or other configuration detail, the
 transport side features conductance and pressure drop, and the mode of

control. Design guidelines for the present study are listed in Table 1.
Of the candidate transport fluids, Freon 21 seems to be the most probable

candidate, but the test reported herein used water which is also a candi­
date fluid.
 
3.3 Analytical Considerations
 
The desired mode of evaporation has been selected to be a spray
directed onto the transport fluid structure. The droplets of the spray

are intended to impact a dry wall and evaporate completely. This desired

operation will fail to occur if the particles freeze in transit or if the
droplets are supplied so fast that accumulation occurs on the wall. 
Within
this range of operation, the performance of the device may be improved by

causing the vapor to exit at an increased temperature
 
3.3.1 Evaporation Rates
 
The rates of evaporation used in the present study are taken
primarily from kinetic theory. 
The maximum evaporation rate from a liquid

surface at temperature Ts is assumed to be equivalent to the rate of im­pingement of the vapor in equilibrium with the surface. 
This rate may be
calculated from kinetic theory which predicts the flow per unit area .(Reference 3) 
V (1) 
Here */A is the mass flow per unit area leaving the surface, is the density 
of saturated vapor, and 
vis the average molecular velocity ( gRT The
values of maximum evaporation rate are shown in Figure 3, a, b, and c, for 
H20, NH3, and CHClF2
 .
 
At ambient pressures different from zero, the net mass evaporation
flux is calculated assuming the evaporation and condensation coefficients
 
are unity, thus.
 
Anet 
 A)Tsurface 

Tsaturation
 
This value of evaporation is of questionable validity according to Reference
 4. However it is used for all calculations herein without modification
 
unless otherwise indicated.
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TABLE I
 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
 
ITEM MAGNITUDE 
Maximum load 25,000 Btu/hr 
Minimum load 0 
Inlet Temperature (transport 
fluid) 45-95OF
 
Control Temperature h50F
 
Control Range of Outlet
 
Temperature 35-450F 
Ambient Pressure <.08 psia for H2 0 
.08 - 15 psia for NH3 or R-22
 
Evaporant Temperature Room temperature 
(9)
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3.3.2 Freezing Time
 
The droplet transit time for particles in vacuum is simply related
 
to the velocity and distance from the nozzle to target. The fluid velocity
 
is assumed to be given by
 
v (2)
 
where aP is the pressure drop across the nozzle
 
is the fluid density
 
v is the fluid velocity
 
This velocity has been verified for vacuum operation in References 5 and
 
6. In addition these references have shown an unexpected result. The
 
particles in flight as photographed by high speed motion pictures, show
 
clearly a "flicker" of reflection from as many as three spots on each
 
droplet. When shown at normal speed, the particles appear to "revolve"
 
at rates calculated up to 50,000 revolutions per second (Reference 6).
 
This effect does not seem to affect the spray evaporator but is mentioned
 
for interest only.
 
The size of droplets anticipated varies considerably with the
 
spray device used. Figure 4 shows the droplet sizes obtained in a hollow
 
cone atomizing type nozzle. These data are for water in atmospheric
 
pressure; no vacuum studies are available for general nozzles.
 
There are several ways to analyze the freezing of a droplet by
 
evaporation. The solution which takes account of all influences must be
 
performed numerically and has been done for 100 and 1000 micron particles
 
in Reference 6. In that work the particle was subjected to a vacuum and
 
the particle initial temperature of 298K was employed. The analysis in­
cludes transient conduction in the interior liquid, propagation of the
 
liquid-solid boundary, transient conduction in the ice shell, propagation
 
of the evaporating boundary, and evaporation into a vacuum. The evaporation
 
was reduced from its maximum theoretical value by some gas dynamic arguments
 
deduced from one-dimensional (planar) flow considerations applied to the
 
spherical case. Also, nucleation of the solid from liquid was assumed to
 
occur without supercooling of the liquid phase.
 
Observation of the outcome of the calculations of the above
 
described analysis leads to the understanding that the outer radius does
 
not decrease significantly during freezing. Reference 7 extends a
 
classical heat conduction solution to a spherical case with constant
 
radius through both approximate analysis and numerical analysis. The
 
result is reproduced as Figure 5 where the parameters L = X 12 and
 
4 2 occ 7(_T-T) 
p f
 
ro are employed. In this solution, the liquid droplet is assumed
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to be initially at the freezing temperature and the freezing interface
 
propagates from a surface which is maintained at constant temperature.
 
Table 2 compares the time to freezing as given by the foregoing theories.
 
As can be seen, those facets ignored by the simplified theory are minor,
 
including the effect of above-freezing initial temperatures. The tempera­
ture of the surface has a strong effect on the freezing rate, and is esti­
mated using a simple heat balance iteration equating droplet enthalpy
 
release and enthalpy leaving during freezing time.
 
An even simpler solution can be obtained assuming a particle

of infinite conductivity so that the cooling is only dependent upon time.
 
The time to freezing for this assumption is also shown in Table 2 and
 
compares favorably with the other, more exact results. 
As expected, this
 
analysis leads to a lower bound of the freezing time.
 
Apparently, there is little question concerning the length of
 
time required for a particle to freeze completely, provided the projected
 
evaporation rates are not suppressed as suspected by Reference 4. 
How­
ever, the amount of freezing which could be tolerated by a particle in­
cident on a solid surface has not been accurately analyzed. The data
 
which are available-indicate that nearly completely frozen drops are
 
still fluid enough to stick to a surface at about the exposure time cor­
responding to complete freezing.
 
It has been postulated that freezing of sprayed particles can
 
occur within the range of expected transit times. It may be important,

therefore, to predict the freezing time for 
a given set of conditions such
 
as ambient pressure, particle diameter, and initial temperature. The
 
simplified theory of Reference 7 predicts the effect of narticle diameter
 
shown in Figure 6,while the calculations of Reference 6 at 1001 and 1000/ are
 
shown for comparison. The infinite conductivity model becomes less
 
reliable for larger drops since the departure of surface temperature
 
from the mean temperature becomes more significant for larger particles.
 
The initial particle temperature has such a minor effect on the
 
freezing time that it may be ignored. However, the ambient pressure is
 
quite important and its effect may be predicted readily from the theory

of Reference 7. Figure 7 shows the time required to freeze a particle
 
at various ambient pressures. From these data in Figure 7, one may predict

the freezing tendency of a particular configuration. The path length of
 
the spray is proportional to the square root of the area and inversely

proportional to the velocity. 
For a fixed spray velocity and evaporator
 
shape a set of curves like those of Figure 8 can be obtained. These
 
curves show the diameters of particles which completely freeze in transit
 
for the particular condition.
 
3.3.3 Evaporator Flooding
 
- The following section addresses the problem of flooding of the 
evaporator surface. Two characteristic times are identified: (1) the 
(16)
 
TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF !,=T'ODS TO COI-,PUTE FREEZING 
COOLING TI12 AT
 
WiJICH FREEZING TIT, TO COM.LET-
METHOD & DESCRIPTION BEGINS 	 FREEZING
 
1. 	Exact (numerical) .00035 sec .00926 sec 
Initial temp = 777 
Diameter = 100T 
Reference 6' 
2. 	Approximate method .0 sec .012 
 sec
 
of heference 7
 
Diameter = lO0 
Initial temp = 32F
 
Surface temp = 20F 
3. 	Infinite conductivity .00046 see .0064 sec
 
sphere
 
Diameter = l00/
 
Initial Temp = 77F
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droplet supply time, and (2) the time of evaporation. Clearly when the
 
supply time is approached by the evaporation time, an increasing number of
 
particles will strike other particles which have not completely evaporated.
 
There is a critical size of droplet which, on the average, will grow until
 
some other mechanism removes it. This droplet size depends upon the two
 
characteristic times identified. 
A crude rule followed herein that the
 
design begins to "flood" when the characteristic times are equal. A con­
siderable margin should be allowed with respect to this condition due
 
to the approximate nature of the calculations involved.
 
3.3.3.1 Characteristic Droplet Supply Time
 
The 	rate per unit area of evaporant supply is an indication of
 
the 	demand for evaporation. When the supply rate exceeds the evaporation
 
rate, the surface becomes saturated and liquid buildup will begin. To
 
calculate this effect, consider the mean time between droplet impacts.

Begin with a droplet impact centered at a point. The droplet spreads to
 
a radius r; from whence, if another particle impacts with center within
 
target circle of radius 2 r (see illustration below), the droplets will
touch.-	 s 
/r particle
s
/5 
2r /
s 
target 	 r 
The 	area of the target is 4lrs and the total area of the evaporator is
 
A, so that there are A/(hWrs2) targets. The mass of a single particle
 
Aiso	Z 3t3
 
is edd and the mass supply rate is *, so that there are 
6 */c7"dd 
particles per unit of time being produced. The particle and the impacted
droplet must have the same mass, so if t is the droplet thickness,
 
W dd3 = s2 
T dd= 'ners t 
The 	average time to-produce as many particles as targets is 2 which is
 
given by:
 
6r
 
sd = "ews A
77edd5 r t
 
(2()
 
As expected, this time characteristic of droplet impact varies
 
inversely with the volume supply flux ( *_) of the spray, and is pro­
portional to the drop thickness. It is reasonable to expect the droplet
 
characteristic evaporation time to be independent of evanorator size and
 
strongly sensitive to thickness at impact time. Some control can therefore
 
be exerted by either droplet size (hence thickness) control or evaporator
 
size. Increasing the area (A) of the evaporator will result in a more
 
conservative design from the standpoint of flooding. The average impact
 
times for the three fluids studied are shown in Figure 9.
 
The droplet spread time is apparently much faster than either the
 
transit time or the evaporation time. The transit time is of the order
 
1
of 10-2 seconds and the evaporation is of the order of 10- to 10 seconds.
 
Reference 8 presents a test designed to determine, among other things, the
 
droplet spreading characteristics. The data are for larger droplets at
 
slower speeds but show the spreading phenomenon to occur within about
 
.005 seconds. Smaller droplets at higher impact velocities are expected
 
to spread in shorter times so that the spreading time can be neglected
 
for practical purposes.
 
3.3.3.2 Characteristic Droplet Evaporation Time
 
The actual droplets striking the wall have definite temperature
 
distributions, which upon impact are stretched and convulsed in a way
 
judged impossible to determine. Any preliminary calculations quickly
 
indicate that the evaporation time is fairly long compared with the time
 
required for a heat pulse to pass through the droplet, so that (1) the
 
complicated initial temperature distribution will smooth out, and (2) the
 
entire evaporation process occurs at nearly steady state. The shape of
 
the droplet on the wall is conveniently taken to be a cylinder whose
 
height-to-diameter ratio can be varied parametrically. Two cases will be
 
considered concerning the formation of solid: (1) the solid begins to
 
form immediately at 320F, and (2) the solid nucleation is zero (or no
 
solid forms).
 
The sketch below shows a section out of an evaporating drop.
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X
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The droplet cools until a layer of ice forms with the interface moving

toward the wall and the ice boundary also erodes due to sublimation.
 
The surface temperature regulates the sublimation rate according to
 
dx 
- )-T 
surface
 
The surface heat balance may be used to establish the value of surface
 
temperature with quasi steady heat flow as
 
T -T.
 
13 A IX.-X 
I S
 
The liquid/ice interface moves according to
 
dx.iT.-T
 
Xa2 - = K 27x. Kix -X. (5) 
.s 1
 
These two equations, with w/A given by Figure 3A may be solved by several
 
methods. Herein a simple Euler-integration scheme was employed. The
 
results which are most pertinent are shown in Figure 10 which displays

the movement of the boundaries with time. 
A simpler model of the evaporation process is that of a non­freezing layer. 
In this scheme, the surface erosion is according to
 
adx
 
s@ A @ Tsur face 
The surface temperature heat balance is
 
N A23 x (6) 
In this simple model there is a unique evaporation rate for each thickness
 
independent of the initial thickness where in the other model there is not.
 
The value of time to evaporation of the initial droplet is shpwn in Figure 10

which compares favorably with the ice layer model for the 10-
 ft. thickness.
 
The remainder of the calculations 
use the simpler model for convenience.
 
Repetitive calculations of the type just mentioned are not
 
necessary to determine evaporation times of arbitrary sized particles.

Rather the time to evaporation is 
a function which may be calculated in
 
the mathematically equivalent condensing situation in which the layer builds
 
up to a certain thickness in a certain time. 
The only parameter is that of
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wall temperature as shown in Figure 11. The curve is actually a sub­
parabola; i.e., time (thickness)n, l <n<2. Since the supply rate
 
was found to be a linear function of thickness, the thicker droplets
 
result in a-more marginal design.
 
The curves of evaporation time and supply time are superposed
 
in Figures 12 a, b, and c. The parameters of evaporator area and wall
 
temperature are evidenced as is the droplet thickness. In wetting com­
binations of surface and evaporant the spattered drop size is expected to
 
be about 10 times as large as the impinging droplet size, such that the
 
thickness is very slight. In cases where wetting is not achieved well,
 
the diameter to thickness ratio is estimated to be about 6:1. Using this
 
as a "worst case" to estimate the average droplet thickness, a ratio of
 
thickness to original droplet diameter of 0.265 is achieved. For the 98
 
percentile droplet of Figure 4, the droplet thickness on the wall is
 
thus 42.5 microns and the margin against accumulation s positive for
 
evaporator areas greater than about 0.75, 0.2 andl.5 ft for H20, NH3,
 
and CHF2CL, respectively.
 
3.3.4 Transport Fluid Design
 
The transport fluid design is straightforward forced convection
 
heat transfer. The design calculations herein are based on round tubes
 
laid side by side without gaps as shown in the following sketch
 
r
 
0
 
Calculations have been made for (1) single tube series turbulent flow
 
circuits and (2) laminar flow, with water; (3) single tube series turbulent
 
flow and (4) multiple parallel tube turbulent flow, with Freon 21.
 
Heat transfer coefficients are based on the familiar developed
 
flow equation
 
K .8 l/3
 
h 
 .023 - (Re .) Pr 
d. di
 
Pressure drops have been calculated from 
4L 1 (.2AP=o46 

(Rdi
 
The area for internal heat transfer is lTd.L, of which only a fraction
 
is fully effective for heat transfer. Some preliminary calculations
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indicate that (1) the wall conduction loss (for aluminum or better conductors)
 
is not large and (2) the effective heat transfer area approximates d L
 
which is the active evaporator area. The length of tubing is calculated
 
from A/d for the pressure drop estimates and will be larger in the appli­
cation since an additional tube length will be associated with the evaporator

than that which just covers the active surface.
 
The wall temperature is less than the bulk fluid temperature by
 
the amount
 
T -T = f w hA 
Figure 13 shows the value of pressure drop and temperature difference for
 
the series turbulent flow of water through the device. In general the
 
temperature drop decreases as the area increases while the pressure drop
 
increases.
 
It is probably not possible to obtain multi-tube turbulent flow
 
with water at the anticipated flow rates. However, the use of laminar
 
flow in many-channels is considered. In this event the pressure drop
 
should be quite low. Exact results for developing laminar flow in non­
round channels is generally not available. The typical curves of StPr2I3
 
vs Re as in heat exchanger measured data do not present the required local
 
heat transfer coefficient, but rather the mean coefficient. A word con­
cerning the need for the local coefficient will be presented shortly.
 
Typical curves of the local heat transfer coefficient in terms of Nusselt
 
number are found for example in Kays (Reference Y). These data show
 
that the develoned and minimum Nusselt number is about 4 while close to
 
thermal entry positions it may attain 20. To equal the turbulent flow
 
coefficients shown of about 1000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F, the value of hydraulic
 
diameter must be as shown in the following table.
 
Case d Required for h = 1000 with H,0 
Max (Nu = 20) .072 inch
 
Min (Nu = 4) .o14 inch
 
These hydraulic diameters imply passages which are less than
 
their dimension. It is difficult to achieve excellent control while
 
manufacturing extremely small passages and these passages will promote
 
clogging at some condition. The significant observation is that reductions
 
in area may only be obtained with highly effective heat transport surfaces.
 
The surfaces will need effective fins and small passages to provide evaporator
 
size reductions with laminar flow.
 
Figure l4 shows the results of single tube turbulent flow with
 
Freon 21. The obvious difference in the Freon and water designs is the
 
necessity of using larger tubes and generally larger evaporators. In
 
contrast with water, the Freon flow rate is high enough to support turbulent
 
flow in parallel circuits. Results for 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 tube
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systems have been analyzed. The 16-tube results are shown in Figure 15
 
for example. As can be seen the design is better, achieving lower pressure
 
drops and areas within the same temperature difference levels.
 
From the results of the multi-tube analysis a single condition
 
of AP = 5 psi and AT = lOF results in an area requirement which varies
 
with the number of tubes. This relation is shown in Figure 16 . It is
 
clear that increasing the number of tubes permits lowering the area of
 
the evaporator with a plateau reached at about 20 tubes. Further addition
 
to the number of tubes does not permit additional area decrease. One
 
effect not taken into account is the gradual tendency of the effective
 
heat transfer area to grow as the tube diameter decreases. At the point
 
of diminishing returns, the evaporator size is roughly the same as for
 
water as 
fluid and a decrease below 4 ft2 will require a geometrical
 
passage change to raise the heat transfer coefficient or the amount or
 
effectiveness of the fin.
 
At this point a consideration of some facets of the transport
 
fluid design is interjected. The area of the evaporator is effectively
 
controlled by the transport fluid channel design, since the margin against
 
spray accumulation is approximately 400% at an area of 4 ft2 .
 
The minimum heat transfer coefficient has been used to characterize
 
the transport fluid surface. This is becuase the lowest wall temperature
 
is the point at which either water as transport fluid tends to freeze or
 
flooding of the surface is most likely for any transport fluid. The wall
 
temperature will be lowest where the combination of parameters evaporant
 
supply rate, heat transfer coefficient and bulk temperatures combine at
 
their worst condition. This condition may be reached at almost any point
 
in the evaporator at low load conditions and will be affected by spray
 
density variations from average of an unknown amount and by heat transfer
 
coefficient variations. In typical heat exchanger surfaces the minimum
 
heat transfer coefficient occurs near the outlet and may only be a small
 
fraction of the surface-averaged value.
 
The aforementioned variation in spray deposition rate is partly
 
possible to aid by selection of the surface shape so that higher deposition
 
is allowed only at the higher temperature inlet sedtions. This is not a
 
good practice entirely since the control mode may be such that all positions
 
in the evaporator are equally sensitive at certain times during its opera­
tion. For example in pulse mode control (off-on) and inlet temperature
 
47 degrees (just on the operational threshold) the response of nearly all
 
the evaporator will be in proportion to the local spray deposition and
 
heat transfer coefficient, and will not be affected by proximity to the inlet
 
or outlet.
 
Control Schemes
 
Several control schemes have been considered for the flash
 
evaporator. These control schemes are used to automatically match the
 
evaporation rate to the heat load. The requirement is to deliver the
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transport fluid within a definite temperature range which is herein specified
 
as 35 to 45°F. The table below illustrates several control schemes which
 
have been considered.
 
CONTROL MODE OPERATING PRINCIPAL REMARKS; ADVANTAGES 
Off-On Turns evanorant flow on and off 
according to a selected trans-
port fluid system temperature. 
Simplest system. Will incur 
difficulties with non-uniform 
cooling. Cyclic rate fairly 
high. 
Proportional 
Control 
Evaporant flow is modulated in 
magnitude to achieve a selected 
transport fluid system tempera-
ture. 
Common type of system. Limited 
range of evaporant flow is 
achievable. More limited range 
is available without outlet hole 
size control (back pressure 
control). 
"Organ Pipe" The total capacity of the evap-
orator is divided into several 
smaller units. These units turn 
on to maintain system outlet 
temperature. 
Eliminates overshoot in outlet 
temperature. Minimizes number 
of cycles. Will probably result 
in increased manufacturing costs. 
Is easily modularized. 
Calculated 
Pulse Rate 
Predetermined pulse rate accord-
ing to sensed requirement. 
Eliminates overshoot at expense 
of some electronic complexity. 
The off-on control is familiar, having the evaporant supply on
 
if the controlling sensor is above a temperature Thigh and off if the sensor
 
falls below a temperature Tlow; Thigh> T low . The fluid flow is expected
 
to cycle to provide the imposed heat load whenever the latter is less than
 
the design heat load. The important characteristics of the control system
 
are: (1) thermal overshoot at the outlet, (2) cyclic rate, and (3) response
 
capability. In addition, when water is the transport fluid, the extreme
 
low temperature excursion of the wall must be known.
 
The proportional control scheme allows for a continuously variable
 
spray rate with at most a coarse type of back pressure control. The
 
outlet temperature can in principle be controlled to within an arbitrarily
 
close range. Problems associated with this method are that of varying supply
 
pressure (or varying flow by another method) and maintaining the back pressure
 
during spray variation to within an acceptable range. These problems are
 
estimated to be sufficient to discourage its use.
 
The "organ pipe" control scheme is described as follows for a six
 
evaporator design. Each evaporator is alloted l/ 6of the heat load. The
 
number of evaporators is chosen to yield the result that the temperature
 
change due to one evaporator's effect is less than the control band. The
 
outlet temperature of the entire assembly is monitored, and whenever it falls
 
below Tmin' one evaporator is turned on. It is necessary to install a
 
time lag so that the effect of one action is allowed to propagate to the sen­
sor before initiating a second action.
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3.5 
The "organ pipe" scheme offers several advantages and several dis­
advantages. The probability of a single failure grows as the number of
 
evaporators increases. Even so the joint probability that any five of
 
eight units will operate far exceeds the probability that one of one
 
operates. The ability to achieve the equivalent reliability of redundant,
 
full-sized units may be accomplished with 8 or 9 one-sixth full load units.,
 
Obviously this is accompanied by a weight savings which may be of signifi­
cance. On the other hand, the increased number of items required is ex­
pected to result in an increased price.
 
Finally a calculated pulse rate control scheme is one illustrated
 
schematically below.
 
Total Cycle Time
 
On Time Z
 
Z Slope varies over long
 
periods due to Output
 
Temperature Correction
 
- _Inoperative Region 
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In this scheme, the on and off times are determined beforehand using a 
fixed total time and an on time which is a function of load. The on time
 
increases in proportion to (T. - Ts) with the proportionality 
constant adjustable over a li#mletnint e range ny a survey of the outlet tempera-'
 
ture. The proportionality constant change must be accomplished over long
 
time periods because it is not intended to function as a primary control
 
but rather adjusts for flow rate and other system tolerances.
 
Design of Confizuration
 
It is desired to configure a concept which allows for the opera­
tion of the device as outlined theoretically and experimentally in the
 
foregoing sections. In addition the concept is desired to display easy
 
fabricability and provide for integration into the space shuttle. The2
 
transport fluid characteristics already have indicated that about 4 ft of
 
active area is required.
 
3.5.1 Liquid Spray Devices
 
There are several liquid spray devices which are available. The
 
principal axisymmetric types of spray nozzle are straight, full conical,
 
and hollow conical. Other types include pneumatic atomizing nozzles and
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flattened snray nozzles which employ an object in the flow to initiate
 
spreading. The straight nozzle consists of a straight orifice with non­
swirling flow and produces a stream which breaks up at a certain distance
 
from the nozzle into a fan of spray droplets. The full conical nozzle
 
presents a moderate rate wheel-type rotation to the nozzle orifice. Since
 
the angular momentum of the fluid particles vary from zero to some maximum
 
amount, the spread of fluid occurs within a full cone. The hollow cone
 
nozzle is formed due to a free vortex of high rotation rate generated upstream
 
of the nozzle orifice. In this situation the liquid forms a conical liquid
 
sheet which breaks up to form droplets.
 
Droplet sizes for the various nozzle types are dependent on
 
the type of nozzle, flow conditions fluid properties, and upon the ambient
 
condition of the spray-receiving volume. A considerable amount of effort
 
has been expended to determine the drop size distribution of sprays in
 
fuel injection systems. Reference 10, for example, gives typical dis­
tributions which have been deduced to correlate experimental data. A list
 
is provided below which enumerates the axis positions in the matrix of
 
conditions which represents all situations.
 
1. Type of nozzle (straight, full conical, hollow conical, flat,
 
gas atomized).
 
2. Flow conditions (supply pressure, dissolved gases, relation of
 
ambient to vapor pressure).
 
3. Fluid properties (non-dimensional surface tension (Weber
 
Number), viscosity (Reynolds Number)).
 
t. Ambient condition (back pressure, external fluid velocity)
 
The conditions at which these have been evaluated are numerous but do not
 
exhaust the possible matrix. Fuel injection research has explored the
 
various types of nozzles with numerous external fluid velocity conditions.
 
Some of this work has been carefully measured and documented while much
 
of it has been directed toward development of devices and is stored largely
 
as engineering experience. Some recent research has been directed to the
 
study of liquid injection into a vacuum environment. References 5, 6,
 
and 11 all report various nozzle configurations spraying into a vacuum
 
environment. These investigations have centered on determining the effect
 
of the low back pressure on the nozzle flow phenomena. Notable absences of data
 
exist in the areas of vacuum effects on droplet size variation on flow
 
distribution in the spray.
 
References 5 and 6 report a preliminary agreement of droplet
 
size in vacuum with those expected in atmospheric environment. The mode
 
of breakup is that of an instability due to surface tension on an extended
 
cylinder of fluid. Such an instability results in a preferred wavelength
 
for breakup and pertains only to the straight nozzle flow. Reference 10
 
gives the following expression for the wavelength.
 
2 1 1
 
(39
 
(39) 
The dimensionless ratio JA.26%od is normally very small for liquids of
 
,ais the preferred wavelength
interest such that /d 4.45 results. Here 
of instability and d is the fluid cylinder diameter which is assumed to 
break into lengths J. The volume of fluid is (r/4)d 2 2 which forms a 
spherical droplet of volume ?r/6D3 , yielding equal volumes at D/d = 1.88.
 
Droplets whose diameter is approximately twice that of their parent orifice
 
are commonly reported for the full jet type nozzle sprayed at atmospheric
 
pressure as well as the straight nozzles in vacuum conditions. For the
 
hollow cone spray patterns, however, the drop sizes are normally much
 
smaller. In these hollow cone devices, the liquid forms a conical sheet
 
which thins toward the edge, but tends to develop thickened strands or
 
ligaments embedded in the sheet. At some distance from the orifice, the
 
sheet breaks up along a ragged edge with the ligaments forming droplets.
 
These droplets are quite small, hence this type of nozzle is sometimes called
 
a "pressure atomizing" nozzle.
 
As an example of the droplet size distribution which is attained
 
These
in pertinent circumstances, consider the distributions of Figures 8 and 17. 

distributions are valid for water spraying into air at atmospheric pressure,
 
but are considered to be representative of vacuum results since the dominant
 
droplet breakup mode does not involve air resistance. As is shown, the full
 
conical spray size is larger than that of the hollow cone spray by a con­
siderable margin. This spray size affects both freezing times and evapora­
tion times and thus may affect the design of a spray evaporator.
 
3.5.2 Evaporator Shape and Size
 
The basic cylindrical design and the plate design sketched below
 
were considered to fulfill the requirements imposed on the design.
 
- 1
 
The active surface of these configurations is shown resulting from the
 
anticipated spray deposition patterns.
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The water active wetted area was selected to size the evaporators
 
since the other evaporants can tolerate the lower wall temperatures dictated
 
by higher flow densities. For this purpose the spray limits observed during
 
preliminary testing were employed. These limits are an inner cone of 30
 
degrees and an outer cone of 60 degrees from nozzle axis. Setting the sizes
 
to achieve a 4 ft2 evaporator active area results in the dimensions shown
 
below.
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These two configurations allow for different variations of flow within the
 
hollow cone. If the flow is heavier toward the center, the cylinder will
 
achieve more uniform cooling. If the flow is more dense toward the outer
 
edge the plate will achieve more uniform flow. Otherwise there is little
 
difference in the expected performance of the configurations. The plate
 
evaporator will probably be easier to package within the space shuttle since
 
it has considerably less depth. Also the total surface area of the plate
 
configuration is less, such that it is favored from a weight standpoint.
 
3.5.3 Exit Vapor Port Sizing
 
There are other considerations in the conceptual desigh which
 
are important. A later section will treat the control problem separately.
 
Also the vapor vent line must be sized to allow most favorable operation.
 
The density of NH3 and Freon vapor will be greater than water vapor due
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to the higher pressures during their operation. Therefore the size estab­
lished for H 0 will accommodate these fluids as well. The first test (see
 
3.7 ) established the dependence of efficiency on the operating pressure.
 
At pressures below .01 psia, evaporation efficiency is lowered and above
 
.06 psia, the difference between wall temperature and saturation temperature
 
is insufficient to preclude accumulation. Therefore operation between these
 
pressures is desired. The vent will be choked whenever the chamber pressure
 
is more than about twice the ambient pressure. At this condition, the vapor
 
flow and pressure are related through the relation
 
P-A'Const
 
When the pressure is low, * is about 70 percent of the injection flow rate 
and rises to 100 percent at higher pressures. An area A . can be defined 
in
 
0.70 Wliq = mm A . Const 
This area insures that at the low pressures where low efficiency occurs,
 
the pressure will rise to P . after steady operation is achieved. With
 
such an area of vent the pressure will rise to P when the higher ef­
max
ficiency is achieved. 

=Wliz 'T7 1
 
max A . Const. 0.7 min
 
If this Pmax is below the desired limit, the area is satisfactorily sized.
 
Actually the acceptable limit pressures are separated by more than the
 
factor 1/0.7 so that considerable latitude can be exercised.
 
The characteristic evaporator pressure rise time may be approxi­
mated by calculating the mass of vapor in the volume divided by the flow
 
rate. If this time is short compared to the length of flow duration in a
 
pulse, only a slight loss in overall efficiency will be experienced. In­
deed, pressure rise times of about 0.1 second are anticipated so that
 
pulses of a few seconds duration should yield nearly no net effect of ef­
ficiency loss during start up of the process.
 
Both of the concepts have been shaped assuming the spray to be
 
the hollow cone pattern betwee 30 and 60 degrees from nozzle axis. This
 
conforms to the observed H20 spray envelope in the first test and to avail­
able devices for NH3 and R-22. These latter fluids have a similar flooding
 
tendencies as has been shown, but also have a considerable amount of liquid
 
which becomes effectively vapor driven thus distorting the spray. These
 
effects are difficult to analyze so that the test will be used to demonstrate
 
their resolution.
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3.6 Thermal Model Development
 
A thermal model of the evaporator was constructed to aid in data
 
analysis, project test results, and perform parametric studies. The
 
features which were deemed most important about the model are the consistency
 
of velocity and thermal propagation rates, a reasonable model of the
 
evaporation process, and the capability to supply various control modes.
 
These requirements led to the selection of CINDA (Chrysler Improved
 
Numerical Differencing Analyzer) as the most attractive program. This program
 
can integrate any of its internal subprograms with newly supplied subprograms
 
to generate a particular program. VMSC is currently developing a new program
 
for thermal analysis which incorporates many of the desirable features of
 
CINDA and other programs with VMSC innovations. However, this program was
 
insufficiently developed to assist in the current effort. Subprograms were
 
developed for the control logic required, and for the evaporation model.
 
Finite difference nodal models for five different situations were constructed
 
and will be individually reported.
 
3.6.1 Control Models
 
1. Proportional Control Model
 
In this model the inputs are: valve initial position, set point
 
temperature, dead band width, valve velocity slope per degree, maximum valve
 
velocity, and control sensor identification. The output is simply valve
 
position and results from a diagram of valve rate of change shown in the
 
Figure below.
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The position of the valve is projected to be E &t) + E (OLD)
 
This position (E) then is used to modify a specified maximum flow rate such
 
that * = E • .max"The response of the evaporator to changes in heat load
 
may be increased by increasing the slope of the curve of !versus sensor
 
temperature. A maximu rate is allowed in the input data which usually is
 
not reached in well designed systems.
 
2. Off-On Control
 
This type of control is straight-forward: the evaporant is
 
turned "on" when the sensor temperature exceeds the top end of the control
 
band and turns "off" when the sensor temperature falls below the bottom
 
end of the control band. Only full on or off operation occurs; no fractional
 
evaporant flow is sustained.
 
3. Organ-Pipe Control
 
This type of control was covered particularly in Section 3.4
 
where an account of its relative merits was included.
 
" Dual Sensor Off-On Control 
A dual sensor control simply incorporates two discriminating
 
circuits, each having the authority to turn the evaporator off. Both sensors
 
would be required to exceed their respective temperatures before "on"
 
operation would be initiated.
 
3.6.2 Evaporation Models
 
The evaporation model incorporated herein is intended to be a
 
complement to the control analysis rather than an evaporator design tool.
 
A more elaborate model which would calculate the efficiency loss based on
 
local conditions within an evaporator could be constructed. If this per­
formance is based on analytical calculations it is unproven, and experimental
 
performance data in sufficient detail have not beein produced. 
The evapora­
tion efficiency is intended by design to be as high as possible so that
 
analysis would not predict any losses in normal operation. For this reason,
 
the evaporation rates have been assumed to be of a form specified as a
 
total liquid flow rate, an enthalpy of vaporization, and a node distribution
 
pattern. The liquid flow rate is the product of E max, where E is the
 
spray fraction assigned by the control system and 4 is the full open flow
 
rate. max
 
3.6.3 Flash Evaporator Thermal Models
 
Model 1 - Model 1 is a thermal model of the exploratory test item 
and resembles a tin can with one open end having a cylindrical section which 
is 12 inches in both length and O.D. It is constructed of 1/2 inch thick 
soft aluminum having the following assumed properties; (i) C= 169 lbm/cu.ft., 
(45)
 
=
(2) Cp = .208 Btu/lbm-0 F, and (3) K 118 Btu/hr-ft-0 F. The nodal break­
down for this thermal model evolved from attempts to conduct a transient
 
thermal analysis on the test article from the first series of tests which
 
were conducted in October 1970 and from the need to duplicate thermocouple
 
placement on the test article (see Figure 18). Since there is no heat
 
transport fluid in this model all nodes are of the solid diffusion type
 
(i.e., have a positive capacitance and have the ability to store energy).
 
There are 14 nodes, 11 along the cylindrical section, and 3 on the back
 
plate (see Figure 19). The Appendix illustrates the required computer inputs
 
for using this model.
 
Model 2 - Model 2 represents the test article used in the second
 
series of lab tests. Figure 20 shows the nodal breakdown. The material 
properties used are for copper as follows 558 lb/ft 3 , C =-= 0.091 Btu/lb-0 F,
 
K = 200 Btu/hr-ft-0 F, and water is the heat transport fluid. It was assumed
 
that the loosely wrapped copper tubing was spaced 2 inches apart. Tube
 
size for the model is 3/8 inch throughout.
 
To gain insight into the role a flash evaporator would play in
 
a total ECS, this model also includes a simple representation of radiator
 
panels and an environment controlled cabin. 
Figure 21 shows the additional
 
nodes required to represent the cabin and radiators. Physically, nodes
 
41, 42, 46, 47, 49, 52, 53, 56, and 57 are 10 foot lengths of 3/8 inch O.D.
 
copper tubing. Nodes 48 and 58 are 5 foot lengths of the same tubing.
 
Nodes 43, 44, and 45 represent the cabin and are 10 inch lengths of pipe

having a six inch O.D. and 3 inch I.D. 
 These nodes are made purposely heavy
 
to simulate the slow cabin thermal response. The material heat capacity
 
was assumed to be PC = 521 Btu/cu-ft-0 F. The radiators are represented
 
by nodes 50, 51, 54, and 55. 
 Each radiator was assumed to be constructed
 
of aluminum (Cp = .208 Btu/lbm-°F) having an area of 130 ft2 and-e = .9.
 
The details of the node breakdown are indicated in the Appendix.
 
Of note in the analysis is that the fluid throughput time is of the order
 
of 1-5 seconds per typical node, while the "natural time increment" is
 
generally shorter. This "natural time increment" is the stability limit
 
for forward difference calculations, and is a reference point to compare

the velocity and thermal propagation rates. In the case at hand the
 
thermal time increment is less than the time step desired for most accurate
 
velocity propagation. Therefore an implicit scheme was used (mid-difference
 
or Crank Nicolson type) with time increment corresponding to the most
 
accurate velocity calculations. This implicit scheme is unconditionally
 
stable and results in accurate calculations based on the experience of the
 
user. 
Whenever a run of the evaporator alone is desired, an additional
 
node is inserted immediately upstream of the evaporator node. This
 
additional node can be prescribed a temperature-time relation and thus
 
serves to allow a test type of inlet condition to be applied to the evapora­
tor. 
 This model has been used in the control system conceptual studies
 
and parametric runs.
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Model 3 - Model 3 is for the most part identical to model 2 except
 
that this model was sized to accommodate Freon 21 as the heat transport fluid.
 
This was accomplished by increasing the diameter of the tubing to 5/8 inch.
 
The number of nodes remains unchanged although the length of the nodes re­
presenting the flash evaporator did change somewhat. This results in a
 
change in the throughput time and thus in the required calculation intervals.
 
3.6.4 Results
 
Model 1 - An attempt was made to duplicate the test results achieved
 
with H20 and NH3 using this thermal model. The test data are taken from
 
Reference 12. The evaporant heat of vaporization was determined from the
 
following relationship
 
w - Cp-AT =Wevpoan.Ah 
evaporator evaporant
 
The weights of the evaporator and expended evaporant along with the total
 
temperature drop can be obtained from the test data. These values are for
 
the water run #36
 
Wevaporaor = 27.4 ibm
 
Wevaporan = .19 lbm
 
AT = 30.50F 
Then, Ah = (27.4)(.208)(30.5) = 915 (Btu/lbm)

.19
 
The nodal breakdown which is illustrated in Figure 19 was achieved
 
by a trial and error method through successive attempts to match test data
 
and theoretical predictions.
 
Figures 22, 23, and 24 show the calculated effect of spreading the
 
evaporant deposition over the first 5, 6, and 7 nodes. Figure 23 which
 
shows evaporant deposition on nodes 1 through 6 gave the best correlation
 
with the test data. It should be noted that the temperature histories from
 
the test data lag about 10 seconds behind the theoretical predictions. This
 
difference arises out of difficulty in determining time zero from the test
 
data.
 
In a like manner, an attempt was made to duplicate the test
 
,results achieved with NH3 on Run #44 of Reference 2. The heat of vaporiza­
tion was calculated to be 435 (Btu/lbm). During this run in the lab a
 
thick fog was produced within the evaporator. Consequently, it was -realistic
 
to divide the total evaporant flow rate into two deposition rates. Deposi­
tion rate #1 represents that part of the total flow rate which evaporated
 
on first contact with the evaporator end plate. Deposition rate #2 represents
 
that fraction of the total flow which was dispersed in a fog along the cylinder
 
wall of the evaporator. At the present time the best correlation of test
 
and theoretical results is shown in Figure 24. Deposition rate #2 accounts
 
for 15% of the total evaporant flow which is proportioned over cylinder nodes 1
 
through 7. Proportionately, nodes 5 through 7 have twice as much deposition
 
as nodes 1 through 4.
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Model 2 - Thermal model 2 was used to estimate several properties
 
of the expected control system performance. Preliminarily, the proportional
 
and organ pipe control models were run to demonstrate their capacity for
 
performance. Figure 26 shows the response of a proportional control evapora­
tor to the indicated profile. The deadband for this calculation was +5°F
 
and the maximum overshoot was minimal. This type control is shown therefore
 
to be capable of excellent modulation, since the overshoot is anticipated to
 
be independent of the deadband selected. Figure 27 shows the response of
 
a 6 unit organ pipe control unit. As the heat load ramps up to its maximum,
 
the six distinct temperature drops accompanying the operation of the individual
 
evaporators are evident. The control band for this calculation was between
 
35 and 450F which supposedly could be changed while maintaining the small
 
amount of overshoot noted in Figure 27.
 
Ideally, the on-off control scheme can function as vell as any
 
considered. This operation would occur with a uniform deposition of evaporant
 
and proper sensor location. The sensor was located at or near the most
 
downstream cooled evaporator position. Its position was varied to determine
 
the sensitivity of the mentioned characteristics. Before discussing this
 
influence, however, the effect of temperature deadband on cyclic rate is
 
shown in Figure 28. As would be anticipated, the larger deadband leads to
 
decreased cyclic rate, while the overshoot is nearly the same. It should be
 
emphasized that the overshoot is that at the sensor location and not at the
 
outlet of the device. Depending on the length of tubing between the sensor
 
and the outlet, a considerable thermal damping can be achieved.
 
The effect of sensor position on outlet temperature variation is
 
depicted in Figure 29. If the sensor is located upstream of the most
 
downstream cooled location, the outlet temperature is biased to lower
 
temperatures. If the sensor is located downstream of the cooled section,
 
the delay in responsiveness of the sensor causes increased overshoot and
 
increased cycle length.
 
The response of the evaporator to load transients has been eval­
uated by subjecting the evaporator to inlet temperature transients of
 
about 12.5 degrees per minute (equivalent to a total load decrement in four
 
minutes). This is greater than the anticipated transients by several fold.
 
Figures 30 and 31 show the inlet temperature transients which were assumed.
 
together with the control temperature variation which resulted during the
 
profile illustrated for three values of temperature deadband. In each case,
 
the predictions show the outlet control to be maintained in a quasi-steady
 
state oscillation mode during the transients.
 
The final result concerns the amount of damping provided by the
 
non-cooled fluid passage between the control sensor and the outlet. Figure
 
32 shows the magnitude of temperature excursion achieved by the outlet com­
pared to the excursion at the control point with the outlet located at
 
various downstream lengths. These results are obtained for a particular set
 
of parameters and are not intended to be general in applicability.
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3.7 Exploratory Tests
 
In support of the analytical design work it was judged profitable
 
to perform some rudimentary testing. This testing was required to demon­
strate (2) nozzle function in vacuum conditions, (2) freezing characteristics
 
of water particles, (3) feasibility of "dry wall" evaporation, and (4)
 
The basic data of the test is compiled in
operability at high "g" levels. 

Reference 12 , from which the significant data is extracted herein. In
 
addition the test log contains certain other informal entries not contained
 
elsewhere.
 
The basic test concept was that a solid, fairly heavy test article
 
could simulate an evaporator. The test article stored energy is analogous to
 
the convective energy flow of the evaporator transport fluid. Small heaters
 
were used to raise the temperature of the test article, and the material was
 
allowed to achieve a uniform heat distribution. At that time in the sequence
 
the evaporant was sprayed on the evaporator for a prescribed time, then shut
 
off. After several minutes, the temperatures of the evaporator model became
 
uniform again. The energy difference of the evaporator before and after the
 
evaporant flow (excluding external gains and losses) must be identical with
 
the evaporative effect of the spray. The following simple energy balance
 
equation has been used to assess all evaporation efficiencies.
 
Wf h WaeCpeA (Tinitial Tfinal )
 
Here W in the expended evaporant weight, Ah is the enthalpy rise actually
 
imparted to the evaporant, W is the weight of the evaporator, CP is the
e 

specific heat of the evaporator, and the temperatures are those of the
 
evaporator before and after spraying.
 
Before the evaporators were run, several of the spray nozzles were
 
run to determine the spray patterns and flow coefficients. Reference 6
 
has shown a considerable variation in flow coefficient when boiling within
 
the nozzle is possible. In general, the liquid flow becomes full of vapor
 
nuclei of lower density causing the average flow density and hence flow
 
coefficient to decrease. Because of such a decrease, measured relations
 
shown in Figure 33 of flow rate versus pressure drop were obtained to later
 
set up the pressures to achieve a desired flow rate.
 
During one test series a container of water was saturated with
 
hydrogen by first bubbling the hydrogen for about 10 minutes through the
 
water and then allowing the hydrogen at-60 psig to remain covering the water
 
for over 48 hours. No difference in spray pattern or flow coefficient was
 
noted due to the dissolved hydrogen as shown in Figure 33.
 
Figure 34a, b shows a water spray at atmospheric pressure through a
 
full cone spray of large size and a hollow cone spray of small size. Figure
 
34c shows the same hollow cone spray in the vacuum condition. These pictures
 
are representative of all of the configurations achieved. The Freon spray
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had an appearance nearly identical to that of Figure 34a and the ammonia spray
 
to that of Figure 34b. At reduced pressures a tendency to increase the
 
envelope of each of these was noted. The exact angle of the water spray
 
coverage in the vacuum condition was judged from the location of frost on
 
the container. 
 The frost line covered from 5 inches to 15 inches downstream
 
of the nozzle at a radius 9 inches from the jet axis. From this it was
 
judged that the envelope of the spray is between 60 degrees and 30 degrees
 
measured from the spray axis. The deposition was difficult to judge but
 
appeared to be fairly uniform without any apparent holes or excesses.
 
However, this judgment could be in error easily by a factor of two.
 
Deliberate attempts to obtain a frozen nozzle were made. 
The
 
nozzle was cycled on and off at various intervals. Even though the liquid
 
hold up was noted to freeze promptly at the orifice the ice formations
 
would either fall off or be ejected upon a new start up. No freezing
 
problems could be encountered.
 
During the evaporator testing, the three basic configurations
 
shown in Table 3 were subjected to 45 runs, of which 5 runs were null;
 
two due to plugged nozzles (from debris), two from failure to turn on the
 
reference junction (which was shut off during pumpdown to avoid corona 
discharge on the slip rings in 4 g tests) and one from a solenoid valve
 
failure to shut off. In addition, two runs had questionable evaporant
 
measurements, and one run suffered extreme accuracy loss from not allowing
 
sufficient time to equalize temperatures before and after spraying.
 
The basic accuracy of the test measurements were dependent upon
 
the conditions of the run and upon basic instrumentation inaccuracy. The 
thermal capacity of the evaporator was known to within about 2 percent; 
the value of uniform temperatures were known generally to within a basic 
accuracy of about one degree. Expended evaporant was known to within five 
percent for water, 3 percent for NH , and one percent for R-22. The liquid 
holdup within the solenoid and nozzle was measured as 10 cc or about 
10 percent of the expended volume of water on an average run. This latter 
factor causes considerable difficulty in interpreting the results because 
the holdup volume generally extruded from the nozzle as ice pellets about 
5 mm in characteristic dimension. These pellets were repeatedly observed 
to persist past the time when the final temperature measurement was
 
generally taken so that they could not have added significantly to the
 
energy removed from the evaporator.
 
Pressures (evaporant supply, chamber) were believed to be accurate
 
to well within their range of significant effect. An-uncertainty in the
 
non-vacuum runs 
arose due to the heat transfer with the environment, parti­
cularly during the spin rig tests. 
 In each of these cases, the initial
 
temperature and evaporant expended amount were selected to achieve the
 
condition where the final temperature was as close as possible to ambient
 
temperature. Also, the spin rig was stopped quickly after the 4 g tests
 
while the temperatures equalized in the simulated evaporator. Radiation
 
interchange during the water runs calculates to be well within 5 percent

for the extreme case. Care was taken to avoid excessive heating by the
 
lamps used for observation.
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TABLE 3 PRIMARY CONFIGURATIONS
 
CONFIGURATION 1
 
NOZZLE
 
J PLATE, 1" THICK, 
24" DIAMETER ALUMINUM 
CONFIGURATION 2 
12" O.D. ALUMINUM CYLINDER 
1/2" THICK, 12" LONG 1/2" TICK ALU­
%#X---M PLATE 
NOZZLE 
OPEN END 
WELD 
CONFIGURATION 3 
THIN SHEET COVERING END 
WITH SMALL VENT HOLE HEAVY CYLINDER 
SAME AS ABOVE 
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The first three runs were conducted with water and the configuration
 
I (plate) evaporator. The chamber pressure was maintained to below 0.01 psia
 
for each run. Visual observation indicated (i) that many spray particles
 
bounced off the evaporator at first impingement and (2) that in one area the
 
spray density must have been higher such that a patch of frost about 3 x 5 in.
 
developed to a thickness of about 1/4 inch. The evaporator was faced upward
 
with only a slight slope and the frost layer persisted for over 1/2 hour when
 
it was removed by tipping the evaporator plate and allowing it to slide off.
 
The evaporant weight as recorded by the load cell on the first two
 
runs disagreed with the nozzle calibration. The third and later runs agreed,
 
and it was concluded that the expended weight from the nozzle calibration was
 
the favored datum. The evaporation enthalpy of the water on these two runs
 
was 590, 633, and 437 Btu/lb, respectively. The last run was a lesser amount
 
due to the effect of the lower surface temperatures achieved during the test.
 
On runs 1 and 2 the temperature was above 30OF while on run 3, the temperature
 
was as low as 15'F. Below 30'F the evaporation is surely suppressed since
 
the droplets would freeze on the wall even if they were liquid upon impinge­
ment, and the rates of heat transfer diminish rapidly at lower temperature.
 
Runs 4-18 were conducted with water at various chamber pressures
 
for configuration 2. The nozzle employed was the hollow cone type which wet
 
about one half of the cylindrical wall section. A typical result is shown in
 
Figure 35 to illustrate the type of data obtained during the run. Table 4
 
lists several of the important data obtained in this test group. The evapor­
ation amount is obtained from use of the entire liquid flow and the initial­
to-final evaporator temperature changes in the heat balance equation. The
 
enthalpy value obtained by deleting the 10 cc of liquid from the total ex­
pended fluid weight is also shown.
 
The value of lowest minimum temperature (Column 4 in Table 4)
 
seems to be capable of causing a lower evaporation energy to occur when it
 
drops much below freezing. Also for each run having sub-zero saturation
 
temperatures the evaporation energy was lower. On these runs there was
 
visual evidence of particles freezing and bouncing out of the evaporator.
 
The effect of these parameters was correlated according to basic causes as
 
follows.
 
Figure 36 shows a plot of evaporation enthalpy versus the difference
 
in minimum wall temperature and maximum saturation temperature._ Two envelopes
 
of data are identified which discriminate the data according to the maximum
 
saturation temperature, which is shown in parenthesis by each point. The
 
low saturation temperature runs suffer presumably because of particles
 
freezing in transit. The other'-evaporation enthalpies suffer because of
 
possible accumulation. This accumulation arises when the potential
 
difference of the wall and liquid surface temperatures reduces the evapora­
tion rate considerably. The runs at about 950-1000 Btu/lb enthalpy
 
effectively demonstrate high liquid utilization. Maximum droplet evapora­
tion enthalpy proved difficult to judge experimentally but can be inferred
 
from the predicted, evaporating surface temperature. The surface was
 
analyzed in Section 3.3.3.2 to be at about 200F, at which the vapor enthalpy
 
is 1070 Btu/lb compared to saturated liauid enthalpy of 38 Btu/lb at the
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TABLE , SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS WITH WATER 
RUN 
INITIAL 
OF 
TEMP. FINAL 
OF 
TEMP. 
LOWEST 
ORATOR 
OF 
EVAP-
TEMP 
HIGHEST SATURATION 
TEMPERATURE (@ CHAMBER 
PRESSURE - OF 
EXPENDED FLUID 
WEIGHT 
LB. 
EVAPORATION 
ENERGY (RAW) 
BTU/LB 
EVAPORATION ENEBO 
CORRECTED BY (10c 
LIQUID LOSS) 
4 
5 
ll6 
97 
66 
59 
26.6 
14.2 
10 
-10 
.4o 
.40 
716 
545 
751 
572 
6 
7 
99 
55 
55 
20 
44.6 
18. 
27 
15 
.40 
.4o 
630 
500 
66i 
525 
8 
9 
101 
89 
48 
50 
37. 
8. 
30 
Below -20 
.40 
.40 
760 
557 
797 
585 
10 109 60 '38. 15 .31 910 975 
11 
12 
13 
116 
97 
1o6 
97 
78 
74 
66, 
62. 
36. 
-10 
Below -20 
Below -20 
.19 
.19 
.27 
572 
572 
680 
64o 
64o 
735 
14 
15 
16 
17 
98 
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75 
6o 
78 
75 
49 
31. 
37 , 
44, 
26-
10 
2 
20 
15 
.25 
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.21 
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FIGURE 36 RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY WATER TEST 
inlet. The maximum theoretical enthalpy of evaporation then is 1032. The
 
instrumentation accuracy inherent in this first test was incanable of
 
better than +50 Btu/hr probably so liquid utilization may only be judged

close to 100 percent. To demonstrate that the gross efficiency dependence
 
on ambient pressure was correctly assessed, a slight modification of con­
figuration was adopted 
. An end plate was affixed having a 2.25 inch hole
 
in it. This hole would cause the internal pressure to rise to about 0.05
 
psia (20°F saturation temperature) where the high efficiency operation was
 
noted. With this change, the evaporator was run with the chamber at a
 
pressure below 0.01 psia and high efficiency was achieved.
 
In the Freon runs which followed, it was noted visually that the
 
open cylinder configuration produced a large mist flow out the open end.
 
Since the particles in the cloud clearly could not participate in evaporator

cooling, the evaporation efficiency suffered accordingly. In the remaining
 
runs, the open end of the evaporator was covered with a small hole remaining
 
to exhaust the flow. 
These later runs resulted in increased evaporation

efficiencies. Figure 37 shows the evaporation enthalpy amounts achieved
 
versus the evaporation pressure. 
Also shown is the maximum enthalpy ex­
pected which is the enthalpy of liquid sprayed subtracted from the saturated
 
vapor temperature at the appropriate exit pressure. 
In the higher efficiency,

closed evaporator runs, 
some liquid still must escape to account for the
 
reduced enthalpy difference. Indeed, the liquid Freon was observed to pool

in the bottom of the evaporator and drip out. In addition, some mist still
 
escaped from the exit port.
 
The implication of the pooling of Freon is fairly clear. 
First,

the liquid accumulated on the wall. 
Second, its presence poses the potential

for strong local cooling. The first test did not establish whether any

local cooling problems existed nor whether a control problem could result.
 
For the 4-g runs the evaporator (Configuration 3) was mounted on a
 
spinning frame which rotated nominally at 77 RPM. The nozzle exit was posi­
tioned at a radius of 19 inches. This radius was calculated by error to
 
yield 4 g whereas the true acceleration was only 3.3 g at that point. 
A
 
substantial acceleration gradient was present, and the spray had a coriolis
 
acceleration which was much higher than the normal acceleration. Thus, the
 
acceleration of some points in the evaporator were up to 9 g, and of others
 
were lower, down to 1.2 g. The coriolis accelerations in the spray ranged
 
up to about 40 g. The effect of the acceleration is twofold. The evaporant

distribution is changed due to normal and coriolis accelerations but chiefly

by the latter. Also the liquid behavior on the wall is subject to the
 
normal acceleration. The spin tests were intended to test for only the normal
 
accelerations, so any suspected effect of the coriolis acceleration should
 
be analyzed in an attempt to separate its effect.
 
The water spray tests at 4 
g were found to exhibit less evaporation

efficiency and it was 
suspected that the cause lay.in the possibility that
 
the spray had been deflected so as to miss the evaporator. (Even though the
 
end of the can was covered, hitting the end cover constitutes a "miss"
 
since the spray freezes there and never cools the evaporator). To determine
 
how much flow could be involved a simple analysis was performed of the spray

trajectory. The sketch below depicts the situation analyzed.
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The analysis determined the initial direction of the particles 
which hit the edge of the evaporator. If 0 denotes the angle off centerline 
of the spray and Ydenotes the azimuth, the functionoe yields the initial 
direction off centerline of the particle which strikes the edge and which 
has initial azimuth YZ . These functions are shown in Figures 38, 39, 
and 40, for the three orientations tested. 
For the sake of calculation, it was assumed that the spray density 
was uniform within the bounds 91 < where 9, =902 angle of the edge (24.60)
 
and 0 = 45 degrees. The fluid fraction spilled is then calculated from
2 
*_spilled 0 1 ( - oi) din 9 >9 
Stotal
 
e= 360
 
(o 
 9! d?
0 
-
These calculations led to the values of spilled fraction tabulated below,
 
together with the observed decrease in evaporation enthalpy.
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150 
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18o 
-Calculated 
Percent Relation of h-g Force Vector Percenz Decrease in 
Run Spilled and spray direction evaporation enthalpy 
37 9% Parallel 30% 
40 3% Crossed 30% 
39 7.6% Anti-parallel 30% 
As can be seen, the percent spilled and percent decrease do not agree well.
 
Little can be said about the expected accuracy of the calculation due to
 
the dearth of information concerning the distribution of mass in the spray.

The direct liquid loss does not seem to account for the entire evaporation
 
loss.
 
In the 4-g tests, some qualitative information concerning the spray
 
pattern can be deduced from the transient cooling profiles within the evapora­
tor. 
Figure 41 shows the location sketch of the thermocouples together with
 
the transient histories recorded for each during control (1-g) and the three
 
4-g positions. During the water runs the thermocouple positions 2 and 4
 
indicated were only indirectly affected while position 3 was evidently
 
voided of direct cooling during all the 4-g runs. This sensor was near the
 
edge of the sprayed zone and most markedly shows the effect of the spray

trajectory deflection. The remaining temperature shows the reduction ex­
perienced at one position in the local cooling due to spray distortion.
 
All curves show less temperature drop resulting from the "lost" fluid.
 
The Freon 4-g runs show the effect of the liquid pool which formed.
 
In the parallel case where the liquid was forced onto the heavy back face
 
(position 4), a significant cooling increase was obtained. 
In each case,
 
the free licuid did not strongly cool position 1 temperatures since no
 
pooling could occur there in contrast to the 1-g runs where pooling directly
 
above that thermocouple is known to have occurred. Positions 2 and 3 show
 
fairly minor differences. In the anti-parallel case where the liquid was
 
forced out the open end, the most significant loss in evaporation enthalpy
 
was noted. The values of evaporation enthalpy which were achieved for the
 
4-g runs with Freon are shown in the table below:
 
Angle between spray and Evaporation

Run 4-g force vector enthalpy Btu/lb
 
32 00 (parallel) 53
 
30 900 (crossed) 54.5
 
31 1800 (anti-parallel) 34
 
27 l-g test (reference) 53
 
These 4-g runs apparently show that the water sprayed evaporator
 
could be highly efficient during a simple, linear 4-g acceleration since
 
only minimal spray distortion would occur. No final configuration will be
 
used wherein the evaporant could escape as easily as in the tested configura­
tion. For Freon the enthalpy obtained during maneuvers would depend upon
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liquid containment. More consideration should be given to the problem of
 
pooling in positions where strong cooling could result in unwanted effects.
 
Only l-g runs were made with ammonia due to incompatability of the
 
spray with the spin fixture. it is believed that the results would be com­
parable with Freon results due to the similarity of 1-g operation character­
istics. Runs 41-45 were conducted with NH3 in two variations of configura­
tion 3. In the first the spray was directed toward the thin sheet covering

the open end and in the second the spray was directed at the backside of
 
'he can from the open end. The latter was superior due to better contact
 
achieved with direct spray onto the evaporator proper. Figure 42 shows the
 
values obtained with NH3 as compared to the theoretical maximum expected.

The effect of back pressure is as expected. Liquid spill out of the evapora­
tor and heavy misting were noted visually much the same as for Freon.
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3.8 Feasibility Documentation Test
 
Using the concepts suggested from the preceeding sections, a test
 
was designed which would explore the feasibility of the spray evaporator.

The primary emphasis of the test centered on demonstrating (1) a high

fraction of evaporation, (2) the lack of a requirement for a backpressure

valve, (3) controlability by supply rate modulation, and (4) the absence
 
of any operational problems which would preclude the development of the
 
device. 
Several other items were considered of interest lower than primary.

These include frosting tendencies of the exit vapor tube, spray nozzle
 
freezing problems, and simple control system suitability.
 
The test simulated a variable heat load by varying the inlet
 
temperature over a prescribed schedule. 
Since water was used as the trans­
port fluid, an attempt was made to circumvent freezing by maintaining its
 
temperature above 320F. 
To allow this, the control temperature limits were
 
set at 460F and 400F, beyond which only about a one degree overshoot is
 
anticipated (see Figure 28). 
 Therefore, the minimum temperature expected
 
is 390F, providing all assumptions made were valid.
 
The construction of the evaporator was selected to provide a
 
series, one channel tube which covers the entire active area of the evapora­
tor. The use of a rectangular copper tube allowed a coil of the tubing to
 
become the evaporator wall. Photographs of the evaporators during con~truc­
tion are shown in Figures 43 and 44. 
 The largest gaps in the intertube
 
space were of the order of .020, with a reasonable tightness achieved for
 
most of the joint. 
The tubing was butt welded to form a continuous tube
 
which was tacked together at about 6 to 10 inch intervals. After the tube
 
was joined into the desired form, the active face was cleaned with acid,

rinsed, covered with paste flux, heated, and saturated with molten solder;
 
then the excess solder was wiped off with a dry cloth and the piece allowed
 
to cool. This procedure resulted in nearly complete gap filling and yet

left a solder thickness of one mil or less on a test specimen.
 
The evaporator was mounted in the LTV Space Environmental Systems
vacuum chamber as shown schematically in Figure 45. Photographs of the 
installation are shown in Figures 46, 47, 48, 49 and 50. Measurements were
 
made of chamber pressure, evaporator internal pressure, current evaporant

supply weight, current evaporant and contents weight, transport loop flow
 
rate, and transport loop pressure drop. 
In addition, temperatures of all
 
fluids were measured at locations indicated by the sketch in Figure 51.
 
In each run sequence, the following procedure was followed. A
 
full load condition was set up at steady state; from which the location of
 
the thermocouple at (or nearest) the downstream end of the cooled section
 
was determined. Using this thermocouple as a control sensor, a profile
 
run was initiated. Following the profile run and a dormant period, the
 
second profile run was initiated. This sequence was repeated for varia­
tions in evaporator and fluid. 
For the NH3 and Freon evaporants, duplicate
 
runs with ambient pressures of 1 psia and 14.7 psia were run. For the
 
water evaporant, an increased load of about 70 percent was conducted for
 
both evaporators.
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Figures 52 zhrough 59 display the inlet and outlet temperature

profiles and the evaporant use for the runs conducted. The runs in
 
Figures 52 and 53 (cylinder, Freon 22) display two separate features which
 
are important to note. 
In the first, about midway through the run the
 
flow rate of transport fluid dropped momentarily due to incipient freeze up.

At the end of the run, the transport line was 
frozen. The dual temperature

control was accomplished partly by automatic control for the sensor in
 
the evaporator and partly by a manual control using the displayed outlet
 temperature as reference. 
 The outlet control was manually switched on and
 
off atS35F. The outlet temperature near the time in question was approxi­
mately 34 degrees but the evaporator was turned on by mistake resulting in
 
a quick freeze up. 
The result obtained was not considered to be compromized

seriously since the run was essentially complete. In the second (Figure 53),

the Freon supply was exhausted before the run was completed. Neither of
 
these runs was duplicated due to a lack of available evaporant. The rela­
tive completeness of these runs was 
judged adequate to demonstrate the
 
function of the evaporator; therefore the expense of additional evaporant

and model setup time was not considered justified.
 
In the water runs, Figures 54 through 57, considerable freezing

of the spray nozzle was encountered, a complete account of which will be
 
considered later. 
With water in each evaporator, the single on-off control
 
functioned satisfactorily and no control or transport freezing problems were
 
encountered. Some overshoot of the prescribed 35 to 45 degree band was
 
notedto limits of 34 and 46 except for a single excursion to 50°F. in
 
the ammonia runs, Figures 58 and 59, overshoot of the prescribed control band
 
was noted up to about 50 degrees maximum temperature on two occasions. A
dual sensor control was again required to prevent freezing as in the Freon
 
runs. 
Less freezing tendency was encountered for ammonia than for Freon
 
which is assumed to be due to the fact that the profile runs were performed
 
at 1 psia where the vapor flow influence on the spray distribution is de­
creased.
 
The most significant difficulty in obtaining a complete run was
 
encountered with the plate configuration and Freon as evaporant. Several
 
attempts with the dual sensor control setup were attempted but each time
 
the transport fluid was frozen. An attempt to locate the frozen portion

showed that the actual freezing occurred near the evaporant outlet (transport

inlet) but the first thermocouple did not register cold enough to freeze
 
even though at its projected temperature freezing would have been encountered
 
within a few seconds. 
 This problem is fairly severe since it indicates that
 
the heat fluxes in the neighborhood of the transport inlet are extremely

high. The apparent account for the difference in the cylinder and plate
behavior is due to physical orientation. 
With the extreme fluxes encountered
 
in each configuration, some accumulation occurs, which in the horizontal

position falls to the bottom and pools. 
In contrast, the plate was mounted
 
pointed downward where the fluid was driven toward the exit by the vapor.

This accumulated liquid continued to cool the high flux location for a brief
 
time after the supply was cut off, thus aiding the freezing.
 
The thermodynamic results of these tests are shown in Table 5.
There seems to be no pattern established to yield the reason for variability
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of the water data. A brief explanation of the sources of random error are
 
given at this point since the variation in observed enthalpy might well
 
be due to basic data accuracy limitations. First, the flow rate measure­
ment random error should not exceed 2 percent, while the expended weight is
 
valid to one ounce. One ounce of water represents 2.5 percent in profile
 
2 and 1.4 percent in profile 1. In the steady state runs, the slope of
 
the graph weight versus time was used to estimate the weight flow rate to
 
an estimated 4 percent resolution. Computation of the value of the heat
 
rejection integral S * Cp (Tin-Tout)dt is estimated to be within 4 percent.
 
including the flow rate uncertainty. Data output density is one complete
 
set per 11 seconds which should be adequate for the above estimated accuracies.
 
There also exists the possibility of systematic errors in flow rate of not
 
over 2 percent (equivalent to the random error estimate); in expended weight
 
of 2 percent; and in temperature of 0.30F representing 3 percent in a common
 
run. Thus, the results are stated as enthalpy effect equals 965 Btu/lb +7
 
percent of systematic nature and +8 percent of a random nature. Neglecting
 
any possible systematic error, one could anticipate measured values from
 
890 Btu/lb to l040 Btu/lb due to random errors in data acquisition and
 
reduction. A similar statement applies for NH3 and Freon where the values
 
of random error nearly span the values of enthalpies obtained. The informa­
tion in Table 5 represents all the thermodynamic data acquired and are felt
 
to demonstrate a high liquid use efficiency.
 
The distribution of cooling within the evaporator has been deduced
 
from a consideration of the temperatures measured in the transport line at
 
steady state full load. For clarity the length of flow path to and angular
 
position of each thermocouple has been calculated. From these, the cooling
 
effect per unit length or the aggregate cooling to a particular sensor may
 
be calculated. The latter has been presented to avoid the speculation in-'
 
volved in calculating its derivative from the mean value. The results of
 
this calculation are shown in Figures 60, 61, and 62. This presentation il­
lustrates convincingly the extreme non-uniformity of the NE3 and Freon cooling
 
effects. Also the water runs demonstrate effectively identical spray pat­
terns as shown in the cooling effect versus angular position plot. On a
 
per unit length basis, the water spray is more uniform than for the other
 
evaporants which accounts for its superior controlability.
 
The problem of -spray nozzle freezing was encountered frequently
 
during the testing with water-. During test 1 conducted earlier, identical
 
nozzles in somewhat different plumbing arrangements were not susceptible
 
to freezing. While it is felt that the freezing tendency may be eliminated
 
entirely by the development of an appropriate nozzle/valve integration,
 
the data are presented as determined in the test.
 
The freezing phenomenon follows a consistent'sequence. First
 
the nozzle is spraying liquid at a steady rate. The temperature about
 
one half inch back of the nozzle shoulder and the inlet evaporant tempera­
ture are nearly the same at about 700F. The nozzle flow is stopped by a
 
valve in the line, but the trapped liquid boils in the line and "dribbles"
 
out the exit. The liquid contacts the face of the nozzle, where it changes
 
to solid and vapor in a period not indicernable visually, perhaps one
 
second. The ice thus formed usually "chips" off the nozzle and more liquid
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TABLE 5 TH-RB4ODYNAMTIC RESULTS
 
EVAPORATOR PROFILE OR LOAD 
Plate Profile 2 
Plate Profile 1 
Plate Full Load 
Plate Increased Load 
Cylinder Half Load 
Cylinder Full Load 
Cylinder Increased Load 
Cylinder Profile 2 
Cylinder Profile 1 
Plate 1 psia Full Load 
Plate 14.7 psia Full Load 
Cylinder 14.7 psia Full Load 
Cylinder 14.7 psia Profile 1 
Cylinder 14.7 psia Profile 2 
Plate 1 psia Profile 2 
Plate 1 psia Profile 1 
Plate 1 psia Full Load 
Plate 14.0 psia, Full Load 
NET ENTHAIY 
EVAPORANT BTU/LB 
H20 912
 
H20 970
 
H20 1010
 
H20 907
 
H20 890
 
H2 1045
 
H20 893
 
H20 1020
 
H20 1040
 
Average 965
 
Freon 22 56.4
 
Freon 22 63.5'
 
Freon 22 59.5
 
Freon 22 72.4
 
Freon 22 61.
 
Average 62.5
 
NH3 365
 
NH3 332
 
NH3 387
 
NH3 344
 
Average 357
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TABLE 6 NOZZLE FREEZING DATA
 
CONFIGURATION 

Brass Fitting 

gS.fozzle
 
SS Fitting 

SS Nozzle 

SS Fitting 

SS Nozzle 

SS Fitting 

SS Nozzle 

SS Fitting 

SS Nozzle 

SS Fitting 

Brass Joint 

SS Nozzle
 
SS Fitting 

Brass Joint 

SS Nozzle
 
SS Fitting 

Brass Joint 

SS Nozzle
 
SS Fitting 

Brass Joint
 
SS Nozzle
 
SS Fitting 

SS Nozzle
 
SS Fitting 

Brass Joint 

Brass Nozzle
 
LIQ HOLD UP 

10cc 
3cc 

3cc 

3cc 

3cc 

6cc 

6cc 

6cc 

6cc 

3cc 

6cc 

ORIENTATION 

Down 

Horiz. S1. 

Up 

Horiz. SI. 

Up
 
Horiz. SI. 

Up 

Horiz. S1. 

Up 

Horiz. S1. 

Up 

Horiz. SI. 

Up 

Horiz. Si. 

Down 

Down 

Horiz. S1. 

Up
 
HEAT TEMP 

CONTROL 

None 

Up to 

120OF
 
None 

Up to 

1200 F 

Up to 

120°F 

None 

Up to 

100°F
 
Up to 

100°F
 
80OF 

80OF 

None 

INSULATION 

TEMP 400 EVAF 

Infinite 

Slight 

Infinite 

Slight 

Slight 

Infinite 

Slight 

Large 

Large 

Large 

Slight 

LIQUID 

PRESS 

(PSI) 
20-70 

20 

85 

20 

20 

85 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

PURGE
 
PRESS 

(PSI) 
None 

None 

None 

25. 

Helium
 
100 

Helium
 
None 

None 

None 

None 

100 N2 

None 

ESTIMATED FREEZE
 
PROBABILITY
 
Not Possible (J3ELLJAR)
 
Large '(0.5
 
Large (BELLJAR)
 
1/3
 
1/50
 
None Observed
 
(BELLJAR)
 
1/20
 
1/20
 
1/2
 
None
 
None
 
exits, repeating the sequence. Sometimes however the solid adheres to the
 
nozzle and the liouid which flows out freezes quickly into a dendritic
 
structure. This treelike forM continues to grow as the liquid finally is
 
purged from the nozzle. The nozzle temperature is observed to fall and
 
the heater, if any, begins to function. Despite the heater, the ice fails
 
to cleave from the nozzle. As soon as the evaporator function is required
 
a fresh spurt of water floods the ice structure and now freezes as fast
 
as it is supplied. 
This freezing in grotesque shapes continues as long
 
as the liquid is supplied. At the same time, the evaporator sensor tempera­
ture rises, no heat being added to the evaporant.
 
Several attempts to prevent freezing were made, as shown in
 
Table 6. Among these items were adding a heater to the nozzle which had
 
no effect, coating the nozzle surface with a non-wetting agent which may

have reduced the freezing tendency somewhat - it then grew the tree from
 
the hole directly - and adding an insulator between evaporant valve and
 
evaporator transport loop which had little effect. 
Then a gas purge line
 
was added to the line between the valve and nozzle. The purge pressure
 
was adjusted in increments with a fixed purge time of about 1 second. 
The
 
purge was effective but after perhaps 50 cycles another freezing condition
 
occurred.
 
During this time, the recollection of the lack of problems associated
 
with the earlier test drove us to reproducing the earlier set up. The
 
second test set up had all stainless steel materials and about 3 cc liquid
 
hold up. The first test had a combination of brass and stainless steel
 
materials with 10 cc liquid hold up. 
 The actual nozzle was identical. In
 
the former test a heavier valve was used, but had the same power dissipa­
tion as the present valve. No heater was used in the first test. 
 Installa­
tion of the brass/stainless steel plumbing resulted in nearly faultless
 
operation 
- again some 50 cycles were accomplished but freezing finally

occurred. 
Since the brass insert with its greater heat capacity and transfer
 
rate capability was evidently responsible for some difference, a brass nozzle
 
was ordered. While wating for its arrival, other runs were made with Freon
 
and finally with water - this time spraying downward with the brass fitting

in the line. This configuration most nearly duplicated the former test, but
 
the same result of freezing occurred again. This time the evaporant was
 
cooled and frozen inside the nozzle which effectively blocked the flow.
 
Upon replacing the purge setup in the downward spraying direction, a success­
ful operation was allowed on all the plate configuration runs. Upon re­
installing the cylinder with a brass fitting and brass nozzle, a profile
 
was run with no heater and a strong thermal connection to the evaporator 
­
about the worst condition of any attempted earlier. No freezing was en­
countered.
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L.0 A SUGGESTED FLASH r0ABORATOR DEVELOP ,?T PLAN 
The detailed analytical study and experimental rrogram presented
 
in the foregoing technical discussion have established the feasibility of
 
the flash evaporator concept. The promise shown by the flash evaporator
 
concept to date warrants early definition of the general form of the evaporator
 
development program, so that program planning can proceed without delay.

The purpose of this section is to outline the tasks to be performed to bring
 
a flash evaporator system to a flight prototype status. The phases of the
 
program and the key task headings are summarized in Tables 7-10. Phase I
 
represents the development program currently in progress, while Phase II
 
consists of preliminary design/development of a breadboard system, with sup­
porting R&D effort. In Phase III, detail design, fabrication, and testing
 
of a qualifiable flight prototype system will be accomplished, and in Phase IV
 
the flight system will'be qualified and manufactured. A tentative program
 
schedule is shown in Figure 63 with major milestones indicated. An attractive
 
option is that of identifying the flight prototype transport fluid passage
 
design and all valving within Phase II. This would essentially eliminate the
 
Phase III effort except for electronic components and evaporant supply tankage.
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TABLE 7
 
FLASH EVAPORATOR FEASIBILITY STUDY
 
(PHASE I)
 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN TASKS 
 FABBICATION AND TESTING TASKS
 
o Define Basic Design Parameters 0 Fabricate and Test Scale Models to
 
Prove Feasibility
 
o Define Scale Models for Feasi- 0 Perform Preliminary Testing of
 
bility Tests Control Systems
 
o Define and Develop Analytical
 
Models for Prototype Design
 
o Investigate Flow Control Methods
 
OUTPUT: Two Flash Evaporator Configurations,
 
Analytical Model
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TABLE 8 
FLASH EVAPORATOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT 
(PHASE II) 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN TASKS 	 FABRICATION AND TESTING TASKS 
o Define Performance Requirements 0 Support Configuration Definition
 
for Breadboard Unit
 
o Optimize Evaporator Configuration: 0 Fabricate and Test Breadboard
 
System

* Select Liquid Side Concept
 
o Perform Materials Compatibility

" Include Shuttle Integration Tests
 
Considerations
 
o Test a Candidate Nozzle for
 
o Define Full Scale Breadboard Freezing Tendencies Under
 
Evaporator System Design, In-
 Simulated Conditions
 
eluding Control System, Liquid
 
Side 	Accumulator, Etc.
 
o Upgrade Analytical Model Based on 
Test 	Results 
o Define Materials Compatibility 
Tests (For Example, Long Duration 
Exposure of Spray Head to Coolant)
 
o Perform Analysis on Causes and
 
Relief of Nozzle Freezing.
 
Define a Test to Prove Analysis.
 
OUTPUT: (1) 	Preliminary Performance & Requirements
 
Estimate
 
(2) 	Optimized Flash Evaporator System in
 
Breadboard Form, Refined Analytical Model
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TABLE 9 
RESaRCH SUPPORT TO PHASE !I A-ND 
PHASE III EFFORT
 
TASKS
 
o EVALUATE ALTERNATE FLOW CONTROL SCHEMES 
o STUDY 	EVAPORATOR EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES, INCLUDING: 
USE OF MIXED FLUIDS
 
SURFACE CONDITIONING
 
EXHAUST FLOW HEATING 
SPRAY PATTERN AND SHAPE VARIATIONS-
DIELECTROPHORESIS
 
FLOW VISUALIZATION METHODS 
SINGLE DROPLET IMPINGEMENT RESEARCH
 
EXPERIMENTALLY DEFINE PERFORMANCE MAP 
OUTPUT: 	 Inputs to Phase II and III Design Efforts
 
Confidence in End Item.
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TABLE 10
 
FLASH EVAPORATOR FLIGHT PROTOTYPE DESIGN
 
(PHASE III) 
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS TASKS 
 FABRICATION .ID TESTING TASKS
 
o Refine System Requirements to 
 0 Perform Tests in Support of Component
 
Reflect Shuttle CDR Results 
 Selection
 
o Perform Design, Reliability, 0 Fabricate Flight Prototype
 
and Maintainability Analyses
 
0 Perform Design Verification Test of
 
o Write Preliminary Specifications, Final Configuration
 
Including GSE and OCS Requirements
 
o Select System Components
 
o Produce Detail Design
 
o Support Design Verification Test
 
OUTPUT: Qualifiable Flight Prototype Evaporator
 
System
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FLASH EVAPORATOR PROGRAM SCHEDULE
 
5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
There are numerous obstacles which, at the outset of this
 
investigation, were considered capable of prohibiting the operation of
 
the spraying flash evaporator. Among these were questions like "can the
 
spray penetrate to the wall without freezing?", and "could stable nucleate
 
or evaporative individual droplet transfer occur at the low pressures

relative to the triple point?" Further there were and still are such a
 
large number of independent variables which have not been explored that
 
the same concept could proceed to an unrecognizable descendant of the
 
present tentative design. Despite the numerous questions yet un­
answered the work has demonstrated some very positive conclusions:
 
1. A simple spray of water may be directed through a low
 
pressure vapor to a wall and evaporate with nearly complete liquid
 
evaporation.
 
2. Pressure of vapor adequate for proper performance may be
 
maintained with pulsed operation without an active backpressure control.
 
3. Heat fluxes of up to 20,000 BTU/hr-ft2 at temperatures

below 40°F have been demonstrated in a pair of evaporators at loads of
 
up to 43,000 BTU/hr.
 
4. A simple on-off control scheme for water and two such

controls for Freon and Ammonia have been demonstrated. Some refinement
 
of the control scheme is required, but control by pulsing the evaporant
 
flow is sufficient.
 
5. Effects of 4g accelerations were explored briefly and at
 
most a moderate effect was experienced.
 
6. The water spray nozzles were found to cause potential

problems of freezing the liquid hold up.
 
7. The device size was found to be dependent upon the quality

of the heat transport fluid design.
 
8. A plan to pursue the development of the flash evaporator
 
was formulated. Its adoption is recommended.
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APPENDIX
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM
 
This Appendix contains a brief description of the type of
 
input required to operate CINDA followed by the details concerning the
 
card input necessary to execute the program. Included is 
a listing of the
 
models used in the study, for which card decks are available.
 
The data input for CINDA consists of several data blocks, each
 
started by a BCD 3 block header card and terminated by an END card. A
 
list of these data blocks and what information must be provided within
 
these data blocks follows:
 
BCD 3 THERMAL SFCS
 
- None
 
END
 
BCD 3 NODE DATA
 
- List of all nodes, their initial temperature and capacitance
 
values
 
END
 
BCD 3 CONDUCTOR DATA 
- List of all conductors, their adjoining node numbers and 
conductor values 
END 
BCD 3 CONSTANTS DATA 
- Program control constants having unique names and user constants 
which may be floating point numbers, integers or alpha ­
numeric characters
 
END
 
BCD 3 ARRAY DATA
 
- List of arrays which are required for the proper execution of
 
VARIABLES 1 and VARIABLES 2. 
All arrays are in FORTRAN order
 
and may contain any combination of integers, floating point

values or alpha - numeric data. Each array is started with
 
the integer array number and terminated by END.
 
END
 
BCD 3 EXECUTION
 
- List of program subroutines which call upon and cause the 
execution of VARIABLES 1, VARIABLES 2, ahd OUTPUT CALLS.
 
END
 
BCD 3 VARIABLES 1
 
- Should contain all the instructions necessary to completely 
define the network elements and boundary conditions prior to 
solving the network. 
END
 
BCD 3 VARIABLES 2
 
- Should contain all past solution operations if there are any.
 
END
 
BCD 3 OUTPUT CALLS
 
- Should contain those print and plot options which are desired 
by the user. 
END 
BCD 3 END OF DATA 
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During the development of the various flash evaporator models proposed
 
configurations were broken down into nodes and the input to the CINDA
 
data blocks was generated. Reference should be made to the enclosed
 
listing of a flash evaporator computer program as an aid in understanding
 
what is discussed below.
 
BCD 3 NODE DATA
 
- Having determined the nodal breakdown, capacitance values
 
were calculated and initial temperatures were assigned to them.
 
BCD 3 CONDUCTOR DATA 
- Conductor numbers were then assigned to adjoining node pairs
and initial conductance values were calculated or assigned.
 
Those conductors which had temperature as time varying pro­
perties were assigned values since there actual values 
are
 
calculated in VARIABLES 1.
 
BCD 3 CONSTANTS DATA
 
- Appropriate program control constants were set up and user
 
constants were established as needed by EXECUTION, VARIABLES
 
1 and VARIABLES 2.
 
BCD 3 ARRAY DATA
 
- Arrays were established as necessary to provide required in­
formation to the EXECUTION, VARIABLES 1, AND VARIABLES 2
 
data blocks.
 
BCD 	3 EXECUTION
 
-
Desired CINDA subroutine calls were listed and appropriate
 
additional storage locations were set up.
 
BCD 3 VARIABLES 1
 
- Within this data block the following operations are programmed
 
as required by the different models.
 
(a) 	the evaporant spray pattern is defined
 
(b) 	heat rejection from those nodes which were subject to
 
evaporant deposition is calculated
 
(c) 	conductance values are calculated for those conductors
 
having temperature or time varying properties
 
(d) 	required parameters for the determination of the con­
vective heat transfer coefficient are determined
 
(e) 	appropriate heat loads are impressed on the radiator and
 
environmental cabin
 
(f) 	radiator bypass flow rate is calculated
 
BCD 3 VARIABLES 2
 
- Programmed in this data block are appropriate control schemes
 
BCD 3 OUTPUT CALLS
 
- A desired CINDA print option is listed
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SUBROUTINE CNVTN
 
- This subroutine was written to calculate the convective
 
heat transfer coefficient for both laminar and turbulent
 
heat transport fluid flow. It is present in all the models
 
except Model 1.
 
Presented in the sections which follow are listings of the flash evaporator

thermal model computer programs which include in the proper sequence both
 
the job setup cards and the fortran coded program. Within the discussions
 
accompanying these listings will be the details on how to set up the inputs

required to run these models on the computer. Copies of these decks can be
 
obtained from the thermodynamics group at LTV-MSD.
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'7 RUN nO25 ,FC0?P43JCJ,370 ,F6OP,5,b MORRIS
 
'N MSr FILt RFO. rAPF 1 FH432 4 FSTPN 4
 
I A'G (c-17/n
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TRW u
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Fi)
 
K.C.0 NOI:F DATA
 
I,9P.u, .SO
 
Pq;Q.O .3672
 
A , q . 0 .';h , 
"
 
"-
 Cpq 2 *h, 3b7T 
°'q *.o .3 b7722
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. .. ....
IOi,q?.O,. 56 _.. 
P ­
-. JljL~ .I 
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F NU
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0 
-'........ , IO. 
ObbtIOO., .Qt$ 
____ 
tSOLID DIFFLJSTON NODE 
$g..Xn DTFFIISON NOfDE~.-____ 
$SOLIn DIFFIISTON NODE 
____ 
NODE # CAPAOCITANOE VALUE 
'ASSIGNED INITIAL TEMPERATURE 
4-b *O,.0178 $90iSIn PIFFIJSTON NODE 
.... ... 1 	 IFFIISTON NOE0 scOtI' 
8.95.),.o89 so In PIFFEISION NOPE 
49,n. .oIyAL sotLin PIFFSTON NOPE 
ro,70.o,27.d4 $ol In DIFFIISTON NOPE 
____ _..,r 22. P7_. ._ 50ln D__F_N__N_.QDE 
9'i270.o,.017M $SO[In PIFFIISION NODE 
-3,Tn.O,.o11A $6OLIn DIFFUSION NODE 
4 70. 0, 2 7.104 $SOlin PlIFFUSION NODE 
'b,7I1.fI,27.04 $SO In DIFFUSION NODE 
90-70b.o, .01 /R s$ut in rIFHISTON NODE 
_ /,q,.q), .01 IP, , sc;OI 1 IFFISTON NlO.E 
=t4,LL.fl~, d In NOnE0iLo DIFFUSION 
$POIUNDARY WOOFFN)-b9.,-46c1.,1.0 
COi) NCPUcTnH OATA 
ol,- e nlLJe Pp , 39 
n2f-n2,U3,.139 
-nq. .-r,3 u .[t39
 
n4,-04tlq,[39
 
nb,-nb,)6,. 139 
nh,_n~Ob,Q7.ji
 
7,-NO6,JU,.L39 
ng,-n }en ,[.39
 
1,, -1(3, 1,. 139 
13,-3,l6,.Ugb3 	 s wDOT*Cp CONDUrTORS;
 
-1tt,.13.I'%.)163 WlOT*C'..XQNjJ~fMOjS----­
15,13,1A,.d4b3 $ WDOT*CP CONnUCTOR 
7
_loA,.i j1 ,.U4b. 	 $ wfOT*rp CONDUrTORS
 
17,-b,17,.t463 $ WDOT*CP CONDUCrTORq 
1$,J6,7,.~t$ S WD*CP CONnUCTORS; 
19,-17,IR,.1 9O s wfOT*CP CONPUrTORS 
PO,-.,p8 ,O.OO $ WDOT*CP CONDUCTnRS 
P2-P1,2qO.eIU( $ WOOT*CP CONnUCTORS 
P ,-18 ,i' * L3'911 'FWflT*CP CONnUCTORc 
$ wDOT*CP CONnUCTORS
 
P4,-'PO 21,,.695 s-$ wOT*CP CONDUCTORS
 
PS,-,- 22,.U695 $ wOOT*CP CONDUCTORS 
Pb,.PS, .._695
" 
s wDOT*Cp CONDUCTOR­
,7,-?3.,q2. 699 $ WDOT*CP CONDUCTORS 
2P,.19,2U,.u69b s wDOT*CP CONDUrTORS 
Pg ,Pqs,.0695 s WDOT*CP CONDUCTORS 
$ WDOT*CP CONDUCTnRS 
1,-?b, 7..s695 S wDOT*CP CONDUrTORS 
32,-P7,QO, .p S $ wnOT*CP CONMtJCTORS 
3j,-29,1I,.1390 	 $ WDOT*CP CONDUCTORS
 
-- GN 	 14,j1 I,l,3(,,A.o.,.,j. . HACOND(CTOR 
"5,,l,41,.03440 S HA CONDIICTORS 
.bl.-,4,.Oi44I $ HA CONDUCTORS....... 
b7,111,44,1.,5UO T HA CONDUCTORS 
4H~lr44,I6qoOS HA CONDIICTORS 
49,16,45,1.3900 $ HA CONDUCTORS 
. O,.7,4b,.O544--- - - HA CONDIICTORS­
1 _ 4,7.051140 $ HA CONOUCTORS 
CONDUCTOR #-	 INITIAL CONDUCTANCE VALUE
 
ADJOING NODE PAIR
 
fl2,IO,4I,.nl720 S HA rONDUCTORS 
4 1,plbU,.6950) $ HA CONDIICTORS C 
5,,, .6SU -------- HA CONDIICTORS
 
R6,p . n .5440 $ HA CONDUCTORS
 
R_7 1 , ,6 ,.l 440 HA CONOI:CTORS
 
tH,P r1t'14 .69900 s HA COND ICTORS 
9,2F,,b,.69901) $ HA rONDIICTORS
 
eU,7,9b,.0344- $ HA CONDtICTORS
 
62 PS,5 1704] $ HA CONDUCTORS
 
F'220,S,.Ou2 i$ HA/O CONDCTORS TO 

________A3. 0,31I,Aj KA/flEI X CONnUCTI1RS _______________(l 

A4,l,302,.Ogl S KA/OFI.X CONPUrTORS
 
A, i2.,:3,.n;10O8 .. KA/.nEIX CONnUC]ORS
 
Abi "i,' $ KA/DELX CONDUCTORSR
i4,.0=)R 

67, A,3b.O)83 SIKA/nELX CONUCTORS
 
AtI.AF,3b6,.lIM3 $ KA/flELX CONDUrTORS
 
69,6, 37,.q3 $ KA/nEL X CONDUCTRq 
7(0,67,341,.noQ3 $ KA/OFLX coNnUCTORS
 
7 6
l A,3Y*.flU B _%-KA/nEEX CONnUCTORS
 
72,,c,uu,.na2 s KA/nLx CONfU(TORS
 
-7.3.SU,b,5.98'F-1l $ RAOTATION CONnUCTORS
 
-7a,41,b.9,5SE-11 s RADTATION CON'LICTOR

-7'ISt,Q,5,SB8-11 $ HADTATION COND]UCTOR 
_ ____________ 
-76,Fb,bO,5.8E-11 s WADtATION CONPUCTOR
 
PN,
 
RCD AC6(afANTS UATA .. .
 
,A1 $NIUJMBER OF NODES W$TH _LMAPORATIVE HFAT
q'i1 sNLjm8FR UP FLOW CONDUCIOR';
2,11 $NiMSjEP OF FOWVCTIONconUCRS These are user constants which are needed in VARIABLES 1,
 
",Inii $NgjIMEH OF PLAT CONDCTOCTORS VARIABLES 2. and EXCUTION, e.g., as an index in a DO LOOP
 
9,1 .COITH.L SCHFME. E ECla .. 
PUT iT, [sO.NLOnPp2?-. 
- These are program control constants which coftrol theflO? P. l- progra execution 
TMI IiiOO.O -' 
J'T(TEST, 
I 1 F%T, These are program control constants which are used to obtain andK"[ ZUIT store values in the ARRAY DATA block 
-- -- P I F."I , 
q rEST, I -. -

TI FST, j
I'[FST, . .. .. . . . .. - ..--
F10) 
RCD 'AP AY flArA
 
1 ,A3.i,4,' 3607,3P,39 4nFNr-$!MOlE';.WITH EVAP n
 
3,.nIbq b,itOOJ,FNn$ FtLwfl/SvChA NPNECGCPTi/L8) - SARFA FOR NADFS
 
' . . .', . e f. . . . 0 .9 O . .. . . . . . . .
 
q.'A8S$.ENO %HFAT TRANSPORT FLOW RATF
 
.. IAEEV FLOW.-TO.06044 VS.TME- r,,f,1.002n_ !n_- PHA -O _
7e.t~]£4 ~,25-p e. 3. SWATPR VISCOSITY
 
I ,( ..p pF_, , qnU, . 167,-it,Pbn. 0 IP9~F-h1 VC TFMP 
-L0... ndpE_4,Ncnr. F7r-A,FNl 4; (LP/TN-SFC) 
Sp,'.,I. ,,?ijf.l., it1 08iuon.N 1.1RM ;%ATFR SPECIFIC 
R
lt. 1 . 2 R,,,b(IhI. 1 .41,rN *HFAT(PTIJ/I B-FI 4 ( p')wOq]-U5 RJ*.,N.76h-O , 1NAo.,0°20F-O1,$WATE THF'R"AtY
1hf.,t.R7/F-Od. pu1q.,u 9flF-lb, 25ptOg9M7F-n5CNlUcTIVLT '. 
F - - F I
 
',n.,U.912F-n',, 5bf..9O-OF-lb' qUn.,I.8oi l5S
(PTII/SEC TN-

I U,( 0 01t ,inqp.211,O7P.,3flh. i).ENfl $LATEr'1 HFAT 1420(RTI'/Itfl
 It,ip.O,.t3hnb, 5N..,f3 In1IU.,.03576 $WATER PEMI TY
 
2b.,.53 $(LPR/TN*V )l ~.,.fl~i42, PnO.,.03478. 5 90 
340.,.liPLS,_4 U..03UOY s9f.,.fl2Qbl$_____________ 
12,32.0,n' U bf.,9.5, inli.,'i.6 %r'RANrTt- NO.
 
j-,f., P., no1j. , 250.. 1.4 $POP WATER
 
52I,. 7t, , IA. . 86,231.9R. t-t7, Abn.-72,lP96-F7.1 
6 P
 
lt l3.b75,hdfls.595 210d.A.1A1U7*,END € ARRAY FOR FNTHY LENGTH
 
14 , P45 , s, 7n.2,7 .?FP.9 .R5,Cb.8,09R.PA5 5Ld.M 5 DFIL~bI2b.6.Q7.IQ,6.74.38o2Q,FNO 
Ib,n.0,tNO i E TN FFLOW±C*WDO1 
*n57, ,.n0.6,17________.o. 237. 472.,.Nl j'7tF. p. flpA, IOO.-.014 
-,29.. .fl3 6,R t.tO37Eti$.LEFT RADIATOR HEAl LOnAO/IINTT AREA 
IMA..fol2bSRlI.,.*P7,E Nf $RI-HT RAnIATOR HFAT I OAD/UNIT ARFA 
19,... U,2. M3 7,bL) 0If.,2o31 l IEND $ 0 N CAP . . . . . . . .... .. . .. . . . . -
FND 
PCO 3FYXrUILON 
,)TENqIN X (LPO) These cards set up the necessary additional storage locations 
NoIM=I8N 
VTI~H=U 
CNF , PK 
P C) VA,. IAPI.F; t 
h N = K(II 
...
h .%'UT "= .o 

Calculate the total area of deposition vithin
-
FrI --- -

F jrrSARyc 4 OI(Jr.Fr,RTF-T.AP+t+) the evaporator 
FI lb ATU1 = AIo + RTEST 
ANRY(TO(tHRTEST,A3+1)
 
F AI0 = WIF 10 - Get the maximm value of evaporant flow rate
 
- Get the evaporant heat of fusionF HF, A TCT 
A Iy,TO(L,,RIEST'A~b.I) 
LF(PIrsTj .F+IIo) GOTO J0- Get the evaporant flow rate multiplier which has been determined by the
 
L 4control scheme
 
F "FLOw~t-. t*f01
 
F JO 2U J=1,['.
, P-F-- - J' E I : , 
RyqTo(JTSF ,TrFrI,A+'i_) 
Calculate Q on those nodes which have evaporant spray 
h 2tU ( lt/)_O(IIF9T)-(HTFSI/ATOTI*FFL O*HFG
 
F A'U FLCmN-K(,)
 
F- INIACI'ZK( l)
 
A... J TF.T,A14-1) iPC< tip F0", TD
-Y-

F 0=ZITEA I
 
flHygrTiRTE~ST-A+1 %-PIC( tUP HT FLUTO Fl OVI
 F Fl OW=P lF .T
 
- IMiX=(1 (9')+f (27) )/2.
 
.. P tb.---TMX)/((.2)-1I/.X) 
F IFC xPP-'.1 V. f.O) XRP 0"0
 
F IF( xnp .T, 1.0 XRP 1.0 - Determine the radiator bypass flow rate and calculate
 
F VnUTR= FLnW *(t.-)bP)-appropriate values for flow conductances
 
F wvI'(TbIZ J.lOW*XRP
 
F (2?21)7wPgTR
 
F J() / 1--t ,32 .
 
P 27 3 (I).WO3IiP/.
 
F LO 2b ]?pn,?I .. .........
 
F 8 I)ZW0O rPP
 
F (OUT=(wn,TR*l MIX+WOOTnp*T(2A) /FLOW
 
F IFIMUOTT.I T.b.) rOUT=5.
 
F " 29) =1 OLLT . . .. . . 
F wP=3.141 *l 
F UO lU ILN.LCN 
F ,NTLI T( i )
 
r1nPr1 RTC'r.AqFrGt) GFT CP
 
F b ( i)-FLO.*STFcST
 
F t -=,..FI.rW/S)FST/WP 
F QRf'IFST ' Obtain from the array data pertinent information before
 
tGFT THERMAL CONfUCTTVTTY calling subroutine CNVTN
 
F ov=SIFST
 
F _ ITESI! _ .
 
ARyHTO(ITES[,S1FcrA15+I 'WICK lIP Y
 
1nh(.-i(RTEST,A9.qTFST) 

_HYcTO(.T_fHTFl.,A)442y$ PTCK UP FLUOI LUMP I,EN'GTH 
v FIL=RTEc i
 
F tHI=SIzA .1OI
14 1 O*FI 

F Y STLRq
 
F NHAGZI 4 . --

F IU CALL CNtIN(RE,pR,AK,YU),AHTG(NHAJ)
 
nin rl (TTEO,,AtTkrTEiT) 
F 21 ) (L )= (HRl'.T/2. 1*1I
 
F 110 22 Lr ,, 5b/
 
F_ _,_ I ) Impress the appropriate heat loads on the radiator andnPEC'1(lTFOAFAljR'TE --

2 (environmental
F I0)19 =. 4b .... cabin.
 
.l.. 1n.(1TFA q, HETT)
 
F I ( )=PTFCI .)
 
,F 1qf] 
,o P I -rUT=T(,.-) 
7 
F 
F 
Fr(KUOr F0.IV) -GO To q9.9 __ 
1F(kbfl.FO.?) 605 TO 930 
aHYC9(fLR TTA16+fl 
tHY.41(2,STFSI.Alb+t) 
AR YT (3, TTF TItLGTILa 
6rT TFIY 
"FrT OFLTAI 
_ _ - ___ 
--
--
F IPIXTIAgT 
F L)FLTAP:T irST 
F 
F 
F 
F 
fF(T0IIT.rT.TL;TI 
IFST2rIFrX-O)EL.TA? 
IF(TOI17i T.TLST2) 
60110 10?o-
G010 
GOTO 
100 
101 
Conr--
oto 
cen 
cem 
#1 (On-Off)(nOf 
F 100z  .O 
F 
FT 
601 0 .U10 
101. 
R 
F 
F 
P 
F 
102 CONTINUF 
flNYcTO(1,RTEST,A1 54-1) ____ 
F=HIEST-------------
105 wPIT Ub.iS)F,TMENT I015 FORMAT(3h Er,3X.F3.1,3,GHTXMCNZ,3X,FA.p,3X,SNTOUT=t3 F 6.2) 
I 
-
P GOCOnTIJ 
___ 
AHYcTO(I,NTES1,A1G+I) 
AH~cT(2.SfSFA1+l-I 
AHYT(3,TTFS,A16+t) 
ARY<TO(4,UTES1 A1O+1) 
AHYTO(,VTESTAb1 
5 OnI TFIY 
$ GFT DFLTA 
$ OFT EMAX 
$ GFT EFODOT 
OT E 
---
--­
_________________ 
-
F t_1INPTvT~c 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
LrILOIZUT T 
t~v1t'ST 
UT1IOIjnflF!X-OFL1A ______________ 
J_1T2=I0TUT__TF IX+CFLT A 
LF (AHR(T ItF!XhLF.fl _LA onG.TO POO 
F IF(TOIJ1.rTl.TFTX) 0010 201 
F Er'oT=Fnn)T~fl 12 
_ - -
--
-_____ 
-- - --
Control 
-
Scheme #a 
- - -
(Proportional) 
- - - - - -
F 1F(EIJOT.iT.{-FMAX)) EDOT:-EMAY 
F 200 LI)OTZA.A 
F 201 
F 
tIUT=FOOOT*lhl 
1EU1cTFA)FUOTZEMAX _____ 
F 300 IJFLFIL MI 
F tF(F.GTi .3 
F 
F 
F 
VILSIr-E 
SIOSPY{ *VTS'T~al5+l 1 STOREF 
wP1TE(b,.-,0)L.TIMFNTOUT 
bOO FCKMAT3I-. E=,3,XF7.5.3X,6HTTMFNr,3X,.FA.p,3X,5KT0UT=,3XF6.2) 
FMl) 
-- P OU JLPUVT 
PRNimP 
CALLS -
* XO1 
PCfl 
LI'I 
AENI, OF rOA', 
__________ 
AN r~ 
FEL NFINPb/( OoF --­
' 
-FOR CNVT11 CM; TN.>IJURUII3"TTF CNVTN (RE ,pP Kty OAHT, 6 1 
IF(RhLF.PO00,) 6010 1U
 
Uo(o PU 
10 (ONTIMUF Calculates convective heat transfer coefficient on the basis 
bRAFI7=1 ./(RE*PR )*Y/N of laminar or turbulent flow 
LtFINOMROPCTZ * .015.C.H' 
"- H=.ANU*AV/r)
 
(,=H*AWI
 
8F TOIKM 
* FRHt LIINI(U 
* OR.K EXLrrN 
I IORF VAPLI 
* IOR,K VAHRI.2, FOR,.S UtlIrAt 
,pp... UILCALA EVAPRATOE .-- tL_4 Title Card: Columns 13 through 72 are available 
* XOI LTNKU 
IsI 
IC 
5 
